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MICROFACIES ANALYSIS OF THE DUPEROW 
FORMATION IN THE BEAVER LODGE FIELD, 
WILLIAMS COUNTY, NORTH DAKOTA 
by 
Albert D. Pernichele, Master of Science 
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BS'!' CT 
Tis inv tigation 1 a petro raphic atudy of compos ite 
ection from the Dup row forir.ation in west rn North Dakota in which 
seven cyclic icrofacies re de crib d and enviro ntally evaluated. 
The micro aci s ar~: 
l. Anhydrite-dolomite micro£ cies. Cheu1ically precipitated 
cryptocryJtalline calcite . 
2. Micr1t m1crofaci s: Chemically precipitated, tructurless 
cryptocrystalline calcite. 
3. Saccharoidal dolo ite microfa is. Microgr nular dolomite 
r pre entin~ dolo,;iitize, :~ t.stone. 
4. P lmicrite-p lletiferou micrite microfacies . Pelletoidal 
rains of cryptocrystall1ne calcite and small a ounts of 
fossil material in a matrix of cryptocrystalline calcite. 
5. Fossiliferou micr1te-b1omicrite microfacie • Fossil 
material in am trix of cryptocrystalline calcite. 
6 . Pelsparite microfac1e • A loo~e framework of pelletoidal 
grains and rounded fo s il fragments cemented by sparry 
calcite. 
iv 
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7. Biolithite microfacies . Stromatoporoid constructed 
lim stone • 
The Duperow forma.tion i s believed to represent sedimentation 
over a very broad, shallow wnt er &r e ... i n a warm, arid climate. A 
similarity between the Duperow sedi nts and the sediments presently 
forming in the Bahamas i noted. The chemically precipitated 
ediments wer formed in shoreward areas, possibly in isolated lagoons 
or ponds. Sedi ~~ t ~ repre ented by the pelmicirt -pell tiferous 
micrite microfacies were d posited in shallow, gently agitated waters 
which extended seaward from the area of evapor1te formation. t the 
tran ition between shallow and deep water, a high energy environment 
was developed in which b rs of pelletal materi al (pelspnrite microfacies) 
and reefoid structures (biolithite microfacies) were developed . 
Sediments represented by the fossiliferous micrite•biomicrite 
microfacies were formed in protected areas adj acent to the bars and 
reefoid structures. 
V 
BSTRACT 
This inve ti ion i a petrographic s tudy of a compos ite 
section from the Duperow forma t ion in western North D~kota in which 
$even cyclic microfacie are de cribed and environmentally evaluated . 
The microfacies are: 
1 . nh drite - dolomite microfacies. Chemically precipitated 
c ryptocrystalline calcite. 
2. Micrite microfacies: Chemically precipitated, structurless 
cryptocrystalline calcite. 
3. Saccharoidal dolomite microfacies . Microgranulor dolomite 
representin dolonitized limestone . 
4. Pelmicrite -pelletiferous micrite microfacies. Pelletoidal 
grains of cryptocrystalline calcite and small amounts of 
fossil material in a matrix of cryptocrys talline calcite. 
5. Fossiliferous micrite-biomicrite microfacies. Fossil 
material in a matrix of cryptocrystalline calcite. 
6. Pelsparite microfacies. A loo e framework of pelletoidal 
grains and rounded fossil fragments cemented by sparry 
calcite. 
iv 
-
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7, Biolithite microfacies. Stromatoporoid constructed 
limestone. 
The Duperow formation is believed to represent sedimentation 
over a very broad, shallow water area in a warm, arid climate. A 
similarity between the Duperow sediments and the sediments presently 
forming in the Bahamas i noted. The chemically precipitated 
sediments were formed in shoreward areas, possibly in isolated lagoons 
or ponds. Sedime~tr represented by the pelmicirte-pelletiferous 
micrite microfacies were deposited in shallow, gently agitated waters 
which extended seaward from the area of evaporite formation. At the 
transition between shallow and deep water, a high energy environment 
was developed in which bars of pelletal material (pelsparite microfacies) 
and reefoid structures (biolithite microfacies) were developed . 
Sediments represented by the fossiliferous micrite·biomicrite 
microfacies were formed in protected areas adjacent to the bars and 
reefoid structures . 
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11.BST CT 
Thie investigation is a petro r phic study of a co posite 
section fro the Duperow formation in stern North Dakota in which 
even cyclic microfacies are describ d and environmentally evaluated. 
The microfacies are: 
1. Anhydrite -dolomite microfacies. Chemically precipit ted 
felty anhydrite and icrogranular dolom.it • 
2. Micrite microfacies: Chemically precipitated. structurless 
cryptocrystalline calcite. 
3. Sacch roidal dolomite icrofacies. Microgranular dol ite 
repreeentin dolo itized 11 atone . 
4. Pelmicrite-pelletiferous micrite icrofacies. Pelletoidal 
grains of cryptocrystalline calcite ands 11 a ounts of 
fo sil material in a matrix of cryptocrystalline calcite. 
5. Fossiliferous micrite-biom.icrite icrofacies. Fossil 
material in a matrix of cryptocrystalline calcite. 
6. Pelsparite icrofacies. A loos framework of pell toidal 
grains and rounded fossil fragments c mented by sparry 
calcite. 
iv 
7 . Biolithite microfacies. Stromatoporoid constructed 
li stone . 
The Duperow formation is b lieved to represent sedimentation 
over av ry broad, shallow water area in a warm, aric climate . A 
si ilarity bet een the Duperow sediments and the sedi nts presently 
forming in the Bahamas is noted . The chemically pr cipitated 
sediment re fo din shorew rd areas, po1sibly in isolated lagoon 
or ponds. edi nts represented by the pel icrite-pelletiferou 
micrite icrofacie were depo it din hallow, gently agitated waters 
which extended seaward from the area of evaporite formation. At the 
transition between ehallow n deep w ter, high energy enviro nt 
was developed in which b rs of pelletal materi 1 (pelsparite microfacies) 
and reefoid structures (biolithite icrof cies) were developed. 
Sedi nt represented by the fossiliferous micrite-biomicrite 
microfacies were formed in protected ares adjacent to the bars and 
reefoid structures. 
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Microfacies analysis of the Duperow For tion in the Beaver 
Lodge Field, Williams County, North Dakota 
I . Introduction 
The Duperow Formation is a thick, ostly carbonate-evaporite 
sequence of late Devonian ge in th Williston Basin portions of 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and 
lberta . lthough knowledge of eneral Duperow stratigr phy has 
increased reatly since extensive deep drilling began in 1951, 
al ost nothin is known about the environments of deposition of 
Duperow sediments or the factors which controlled those sediment ry 
enviro nts . The main object of this i nvesti ation is the detailed 
petrographic description and environmental an lysi of the micro£ cie 
hicb ke up the Duperow Fo tion in the Beaver Lode Field in 
wester orth Dakota . 
The cour e of this investigation may be divided into five 
jor steps . First, thin sections were prepared nd ex ined to 
determine what asurable para ters were present which could serve 
as a basi for subdividing the s ction into characteristic 
microfacies. Since the aim of this investigation is the int'EA.fF~f.,~v'' 
of the environments of deposition, the parameters belecl<d. tv?'--
those consid red to h ve the greatest significance in enviro 
analysis . Secondly, the section was divid d into microfacies on 
the basis of th selected para ters. The third step consisted of 
~ 
analyzin each microfacies and interpreting were possible, the 
~ 
environment l conditions under which it was deposited . The fourth 
step consisted of studying the vertical relationships of the 
mlcrofacies . Since each microfaciea records a particular sedi ntary 
enviro nt, the changes in depositional environments with ti 
could be interpreted. The fifth step incorporates data concerning 
Duperow sedi ntary enviro nt in th Beaver Lodge Field and 
the results of previous work. From this synthesis, an attempt is 
ade to advance SOllle hypothese concerning the in factors which 
controlled Duperow sedimentation in the eaver Lodge Field, which, in 
turn,can be used to make tentative conclusions concerning Duperow 
s di nt tion in nearby areas. ny hypotheses must explain th 
particular sequence of icrofacies in the ection studied . 
s of 1961, more than 95 per cent of the petrol produced 
in North Dakota was recovered from the Madison Group of Mississippian 
ge. Recently, however, an incr asing amount of interest has been 
shown by the oil industry in possible Devonian production. In 1961, 
the only Devonian production was fro the Duperow Formation along 
the Nes on anticline in northwestern North Dakota . on-commercial 
occurrences of petroleum. however, are reported from many other 
locations in orth Dakota where the Duperow has been t ated, and 
bas lead to peculation that co rci 1 quantities of petrole may 
be present in the Duperow Formation in other, untested area of 
North Dakota . 
The possibility of structural traps outside the Neason 
anticline tr nd has been investigated by both strati raphic and 
eophysical thoda with little success . Hence, th main concern 
2 
t present is the location of areas favorable for strati r apbically 
controll d oil ace ul tions . Stratigraphic traps are almost 
1 possible to loc te by eophysical tbods and oft n difficult to 
predict on the b sis of s rfac stratigr phic work. A knowledge 
of the types and relationships of depo itional pattern can be very 
u eful und r such condition in predicting facie chan s which might 
reault in p trol traps . 
II. Stratigraphy and General Litholo y 
Po ey (1951) named the Du erow Formation and designated the 
type ubsurface ection as the interval bet en 3310 and 4150 feet 
in the Tidewater Well No . 1 Duperow-Crown in southw stern 
Saskatchew n . Powley con idered the Duperow to be quivalent to th 
upper portion of th Beaverhill Lak Formation of lat Devonian age 
in Alb rta. However, the Dup row Formation, a defined by Poley, 
did not ain wide acceptance due to the difficulty in pickin the 
formational boundaries in other parts of th Williston Basin . 
In 1953, the Williston B in omenelatur C ittee of the 
ric n e ociation of Petrole Geologists revised the boundaries 
of the Duperow Formation. The revised section wa defined from the 
Hunt No. l 01 on Well in Bottin u County, North Dakot • Sandb rg 
and Ha nd (1958) designated the typ subsurfaces ction of the 
Duperow Formation, s revised by the Co itt e, to includ the 
interval between 10,400 nd 10,743 feet in the obil Producing 
Company's ell No. l Solomon-Birdb ar in Sec. 22, T. 149M., R. 91W. , 
Dunn County , North Da ota. Ua of th revised section de ignated by 
S ndber and Ha ond wa reco ended by the North D kota Geological 
3 
Society in 1961 (No . Dak . Geol . Soc . , 1961) . As thus defined, the 
Duperow is a distinct ppable unit which is easily tr c dover most 
of the illiston Basin and the term ha been widely used in the 
geological literature . 
4 
Jilson assigned a late Devonian age to the Dup row ormation on 
the basis of a wideepread faunal zone near the base which contains 
apiriferid brae iopods belongin either to the genus Eleutherokomma or 
Allan ri (Sandberg nd Hamnond , 1958) . ccordin to Wil on, the base 
of the CrYptospirifer zone (Upper Devonian) occurs within the Duperow 
Formation (Sandberg and Hammond, 1958). 
Sandberg and Hammond (1958) stated that the Duperow Formation 
can be correlated with all but the upper art of the upper Devonian 
Woodbend Group in~ lberta and part of the Saskatchewan Group defined 
by Baillie (1953, 1955) . Baillie ' s Saskatchewan Group consisted 
of an upper formation, the Birdbear, and a thick, predominently 
carbonate and evaporite sequence which was unna d. The base of 
the unnamed portion of the Saekatchew n Group is much as 60 feet 
tratigraphically lower than the b se of the Duperow Formation as 
d fined by the Co 1tt e (No . Dak. Geol . oc . , 1961) . The upper 
contact of the unnamed portion of the S katchewan Group corresponds 
to th upper contact of the Duperow Formation. 
Th Jefferson Formation (Se Pal, 1893 and Sloss and Laird, 1946) 
was rai ed to group status in the subsurface of the illiston B sin by 
S ndberg and Ha ond (1958, p . 2315). The group w s divided into 
the Duperow and Birdbear Formations which w s de crib d from the Mobil 
Producing Company's Well No . 1 Solomon-Birdbear . This section can be 
correlated with the section in the area where the Jefferson Formation 
5 
wa originally named (Sandberg and Hammond, 1958). In 1961, the North 
D kota Geological Soci ty recommended that the Jefferson Group be used 
in the illiston B sin as defined by Sandberg and Hammond 
(No . Dk . Geol . Soc ., 1961) . 
An unpublished isop ch map prepared by idney nderson of the 
North Dakota Geological Survey shows the Duperow Formation in North 
Dakota to thicken uniformly toward the northwest where it re che 
thickness of greater than 550 feet in northern Divide and Burke 
Countis {figur 1) . Thickening continues northwestward into Canada 
where the Duperow reaches its maximum thickness of over 700 feet in 
stern Saskatchewan (Sandberg and Ha ond, 1958). 
According to Sandberg and Hammond (1958) , the Dupero~ i the 
most w_ despread Devonian formation in the Willi ton Basin . Isopach 
evidence indic · tes that th ori inal areal extent of the Duperow was 
reater, particularly along the pre ent northern extent where the 
zero isopach no doubt represents a post -Paleozoic erosional margin 
(Sandberg and Hammong, 1958) . The amount of Duperow strata removed 
by ero in appears to decrea e southward but probably accounts for 
I 
the somewh t irregular isopach pattern in northe stern North Dakota . 
Isopachs of the Duperow in soutbea tern and southern North Dakot 
and South Dakota show a gradual thinning toward the zero isopach 
suggesting that erosion of the Duperow in this area, if any, was minor 
(Sandberg and Hammang, 1958) . ccording to Sandberg and Hammond, small 
areas of Duperow strata along the crest of the Cedar Creek Anticline 
wer probably removed by pre-Mississippian erosion . 
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Figure I. lsopach of the Duperow formation in North Dakota. [ ter on unpublished report 
of the North Dakota Geolog ica I Survey. 
The uniform increase in thickn ss of the Duperow from the zero 
isopach alon its southern xtent in North Dakota to the ba in center 
in western Sask tchewan suggests a general, northwestern sub idence 
of the North Dakota portion of the Williston Basin durin Duperow 
sedimentation. o demarkation of a shelf area and basin is suggested 
by isopach evidence . 
7 
ccording to Sandberg nd Ha ond (1958), the Duperow consists 
predo inantly of alternating beds of dense to microcrystalline, 
brownish gr y to gray limestones and brownish gray, medium to fine 
grained anhydrite and dolomite . Clastics occur in very minor qu ntities 
throughout the section but become bundant along the southern extent 
of the formation where depositional limit are preserv d. The elastics 
interfinger basinward with the carbonates nd evaporites. Th top of 
the Duperow enerally consists of a 10 to 15 foot bed of reenish 
ray dolomitic shale that can be traced over nearly the entire extent 
of the formation . Scattered sand rains occur throu bout the section 
but are more coumon in the upp r one-third of the form tion . 
Fossils are most common in the bottom one- third of the formation 
and are predominantly bryozoans, coral, stromatoporoids and crinoids 
(Sandberg and Ha nd, 1958). According to Baillie (1955), 
remark bly unifo widespread fo siliferous fra ent 1 zone, r n ing 
fro 100 to 150 feet in thickne s, occurs pproximately 100 feet bov 
the base of the Saskatchewan Group nd probably correlates with the 
Cooking Lake Member of the Woodbend Formation in central lberta . 
This zone appears to grade laterally into sever 1 hundred feet of 
anhydrite in western Saskatchewan which indicates the presence of 
distinct evaporite basin in the are of maximum Duperow thickness . 
.... 
Billie's (1955) lithofacies map of the Saskatchewan Group shows a 
general increas t in total evaporite content northwesward toward the 
I\ 
basin center in western S katchewan (fi ure 2). Since the 
Saskatchewan Group, as defined by Baillie, consists predominantly 
of trata a igned to the Duperow Formation, Baillie's 1 opach-
lithofacies map may be used to approximate Duperow trends . 
8 
Duperow s di ntation was characterized by cyclic carbonate-
evaporite deposition (Sandberg and Hammond, 1958). According to 
Krumbein (1951), the cyclic carbonate-evaporite lithologic association 
wa char cteristic of intracratonic basin deposition durin parts of 
the Paleozoic . Similar cycles have been reported from Paleozoic 
sections in the Michigan and Illinois Basins. The occurrence of 
carbonate-evaporite cycles in the Devonian of the illiston a in 
has been noted by many workers and were discussed in detail by 
Andrichuk (1951). ndrichuk noted both an "off-shore" and 
"near-shore" cycle in the Devonian System in Wyomin, Montana, 
southern Sa katch wan and Alberta. 
An ideali2:ed 11off-shore" cycle consi ts, in ascending order of: 
fossiliferous frag ental limestone; dense to sublithographic limestone; 
brown, s ccharoidal dolomite; green and brown, slightly argillaceou 
dolomite; a ydrite; salt (rare); anhydrite; brown, dense and 
accharoidal dolomite overlain by dens or fo siliferous fr ntal 
limestone. The "near-shore" cycle is similar but with so interbedded 
elastics. ndrichult stated that the "off-shore" cycle appears to 
repre ent deposition under restricted conditions in an area removed 
from the influence of source areas capable of providing large amounts 
of elastic materi 1. 
/ 
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ndrichuck (1951) has described 14 discrete cycles in the Devonial 
Sy tem of western Saskatchewan, Wyomin, Montana, and lberta. These 
cycles were corr lated by electric logs over a di tance of mor ·than 
400 iles from lberta to outhcentral Saskatchewan which demonstrates 
their remarkable lateral persistence. According to ndrichuck (1951), 
with sufficient detailed study, these cycl s may be used for intra-
regional correl tion and perhaps even inter-re ional correlation, 
thus implying that he believes they re time equivalent units. To 
the authors knowledge, no attempt has been made to correlate the 
cycles d scribed by Andrichuck with those in th Devonian Syste of 
North Dakota. However, the gr at si ilarity in lithology sugge ts 
that the cycles described by Andrichuck y be r cognizable in North 
Dakota. 
III. Method 
This study is b sed on th detailed analysis of 305 ample fro 
a co posite Duperow section compiled fro three wells in the Baver 
Lodge Field and adjacent area. In a study of this type, closely 
spaced accurate ampling is highly desirable, hence, only cored 
samples re used. Unfortunately, no complete cored Duperow section 
fro the area was av ilable. Plat 1 shows the location of wells 
sampled in this investigation, the interval studied in e ch 11 and 
electric log correlations between the interval studied in each well 
and the type subsurface section in the Solomon· irdb r ell. 
total of 440 feet of section as studied which includes 40 
feet of the underlyin Souri River Formation and 12 feet of the 
overlying Birdbear Formation. o cored samples were available for 
' 
approxl t ly 10 feet of etrata in th upp r one-third of th 
c posite ection. 
inc th d ta for this tudy ere t ken from compo it 
ction. c rtain limitations re iapo ed on t e interpretation of th 
1 tory of s di ntation oft Duperow. :x.act correl tion bet n 
t s ction which up th co pos1te eetion was i o sible, 
nc , the oequenc of dtmentary nyiro nts interpreted fro 
the icrof cies of the c poi e tection could not e tr at d as 
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conti uoue aero ate 3 int rv ls le ke up the co po ite section. 
o ver, thi li it tion 1 not eli v d to detract si n1ficantly 
from t e oal of thia invest! ation . The purpo e oft i in eati t:l.cm 
is to determine the d positional nviro nts pres n durin Duperow 
sedi ntation and to study the relation ipa ·of thee enviro nta 
toe c ot r. Tb author believe• that this c n be done fr 
c posite section if no attempt is d to study environmental chan ea 
across the intervals which ma up th composit s tion . 
One ea le, approxi tely 2 in hes by 4 inches, as taken fr 
each distinct litholo ic unit lee• tan 2 feet 1n thick as. B d• 
re ter tan 2 f et in thickne•• re a pled at 2 fo tint rv ls 
or, when the litbolo y appeared uniform, 3 foot interv 1, . thin 
section and surf ce for et in naly i were prep red fr am le . 
In addition, a portion of v ry other pl was• l cted for in oluble 
residue nalyei. 
All para ters u ed to defi t e mtcrofacie as rd 
fro hin a ctione. ach thin section a ind• veral ti 
dur1n the cour e of this inv sti atton. Th fir t nation va 
ade primarily to b co fasniliar with tea ct1on d aele t para 
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which could be used to define the icrofacies. Durin sub equent study, 
e ch thin ection was described in detail with particular emphasis on 
the selected par ters . Data from study of insolubl re idues 
nd st ined urfaces were used pri rily to upplement t e thin section 
studie • The data obtain d fro thee tudies are recorded in 
ppendix l. 
For convenience, the section to be stained re mo nted on 
1 by 3 inch glass slides. Thia proc dure greatly facilitated handling, 
staining and 1 belin • Stains were u d primarily to differentiate 
dolOll'lite from calcite and gyps fro &nhydrite . 
Differentiation of fine grained dolo ite fro fine gr ined 
calcite is, as pointed out by Carozzi (1960), i possibl in thin 
ection . taining techniques have, however, beco widely used for 
this purpose . Staining methods outlined by Frid n (1959) were used 
in this study and found to be rapid and ffective. 
The mounted sections were 1 er~ed in a dilute (1:7) olution 
of hydrochloric cid nd etch d for proximately two inutes. After 
etching, the samples were w shed nd treated for 30 seconds with 
solution consisting of . 1 gram of aliz rine rd Sin 100cc of .2 
percent cold hydrochloric cid. Thi solution stain calcite a de p 
red while the dolo ite remain unstain d or, when e p the 
solution for a loner period, 8 t ins 116 t pur le. All samples were 
treated ~ith the liz r1ne solution. 
In mos t c ses, it i also difficult to differentiate ypsum 
from anhydrite in thin section. H nc , amples containing sul hates 
r tre t d with th titan yellow solution described by Friedmnn (1959) 
which stains gyps um a deep oren e•red but dos not react wi t h the 
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anhydrite. The solution was prepared by dissolving .2 grams of titan 
yellow in 25cc of methanol and adding 50cc of 5 percent sodium hydroxide. 
The solution was tested by treating several known samples of gypsum 
and anhydrite and found to be effective. 
A 35 gram portion of each sample selected for insoluble residue 
study was crushed and treated with dilute (1:5) hydrochloric acid. 
Treatment of the residue was continued until all reaction ceased. 
Relatively pure limes oone was usually completely reacted within four 
to six hours, however, dolomite and impure limestone sometimes required 
several days for complete reaction to occur. After all evidence of 
reaction ceased, the residue was allowed to settle and the acid was 
carefully decanted. Each sample was washed several times to remove 
excess acid. The residue was dried, weighed, and the total percent 
insoluble residue was determined. 
The residues were examined under a binocular microscope to 
determine their composition and to estimate the percent of the various 
materials present. Insoluble material which could not be identified 
in thin section or by examination under the binocular microscope was 
examined in index oils under the petrographic microscope. 
IV. Description of the Microfacies 
A. Anhydrite-Dolomite Microfacies. 
This microfacies consists predominantly of microcrystalline 
dolomite and fine grained anhydrite. These two components are closely 
a ssociated throughout the stratigraphic section with all gradations 
observed between almost pure anhydrite and almost pure dolomite. 
The megascopic appearance of the anhydrite-dolomite microfacies 
depends on the amount of each component present. Pure anhydrite 
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appears dark gray to dark bluish gray and very finely crystalline. 
The dolomite is generally very light brownish gray and exhibits a 
microgranular texture. Samples containing significant amounts of 
both dolomite and anhydrite are usually irregularly mottled or 
segregated into alternating light and dark laminae. Occasionally this 
microfacies has a uniform dull brownish-gray color which reflects an 
almost homogeneous mixture of the two components. Paper-thin laminae 
of black, carbonaceous shale are usually present. The laminae are 
often contorted into small folds and irregular structures. 
In thin section, the anhydrite consists of aggregates of rodlike 
to acicular crystals which range in length from below the resolving 
power of the microscope to .Smm or more in greatest dimension. Most 
anhydrite, however, is composed of crystals less than .lmm in length 
and .Olmm in width. These crystals generally appear free of inclusions. 
Where inclusions are observed, they appear to consist predominantly of 
clear, minute, rounded gas or liquid filled cavities and scattered 
dust-like particles. Locally, small, scattered carbonate inclusions 
are present. 
The anhydrite crystals generally show three well developed 
right angle cleavages and extinction is parallel to the direction of 
elongation. Some appear slightly curved and show undulose extinction. 
The rodlike to acicular anhydrite crystals are elongate parallel to 
the (010) direction, which is the normal habit of anhydrite, and, 
hence, appear to represent imperfectly developed rhomboidal crystals. 
Stubby, tabular crystals and equant grains are also present and are 
abundant in some samples. 
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crystals often cont in abundant scattered euhedral dolomite rho 
The tabular crystal transect pri ary structures such as bedding, 
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fossils and calcite graings. The above relation hips clearly indicate 
that the lar tabular anhydrite crystals are of second ry ori in. 
The dolomite occurs as browniab to r y, microgranular dolomite 
and as euh dral rhombs . The microgranular dolomite is by far the mot 
abund nt and is seen to consist of round to subhedral rains, a nerally 
less than .005 in diameter. Because of their small size, the relation-
hips between the rains is not clear. but the eneral appearance is 
that of a s of tightly packed sph res . 
Euhedral dolomite occurs as relatively clear rhombs scattered 
throu h the anhydrite and as cloudy robs closely associ ted with the 
icro ranular dolomit . The rho s avera e approximately .06 in 
greate t dimension but o ti • exceed .llXlll. Although similar in ize 
and form, the origin of th cloudy rhombs and clear rhombs is not 
believed to be the same . 
Tb clear dolomite rhomb which are cattered through the 
anhydrite contain few inclusions and are u ually idio orphic against 
the anhydrite. The inclusions are rarely zoned and appear to consist 
of anhydrite and perhaps liquid or as filled cavities . S rhombs, 
however, contain inclusions of opaqu teri 1 near or at their centers 
which appear to have served as nucleus for th rowth of th dole ite 
rhomb. Occasion lly, the acicular anhydrite crystals adj c nt to the 
rhombs appear to h ve been displaced durin formation of the dolo it 
thus givin ria to a microscopic, augen-like structure . The above 
evidenc su gests that the clear, euhedral dolo ite represents 
anhydrite replacement and to some extent, concretionary growth of 
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are scattered through the anhydrite and rarely occur in clusters or 
lenses nor are they closely associated with the icrogranular dolo ite. 
The cloudy rbombs ne rly always occur in lenses or irregular masses 
which very often re observed to rade into micro ranular dolomite. 
The cloudy rhombs couunonly rim or fortu the outer margins of lenses of 
microgranular dolomite within anhydrite. The last two features suggest 
that thin lenses or discontinuous beds of microgranular dolomite in 
the anhydrite are partially recrystallized with recrystallization 
beginning along the outer margins and proceedin inward. The lenses 
of cloudy dolomite rhombs often pre ent in the microfacies represent 
the completion of this process. 
Some c ses are observed where individual grains of granular 
dolomite appear to have served as nuclei for the formation of uhedral 
dolomite. It is possible that the commonly observed ri of euhedral 
dolomite surrounding masses of granular dolomite enclosed in an ydrite 
results in part from this process. 
The anhydrite-dolomite microfacies contains a variety of authigenic 
and detrital accessory constituents. The micro ranular dolomite 
invariably contains abundant, finely divided, carbonaceous material 
and pyrite. The carbon ceous fraction was collected and identified 
from the insoluble residues. This material collect as black 
gummy substance on the surface of the acid during reaction. The 
carbonaceous terial is concentrated along the margins of the grains 
and disseminated throughout as dust-like inclusions. Often, t es 
inclusions appear to be concentrated at the center of the dolomite 
crystals. Occasionally, the carbonaceous pi ment is so abundant that 
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th individW.ll dolOllite gr ins c11n b dietin w.s d only with 
difficulty. Carb naceoua pi nt also occurs b t en anhydrite 
l th lthough car onaceou1 inclusions within th anhydrite are rarely 
observ d. 
Pyrite occurs as well formed cubic crystal• and irre ular 
rains. oth forms c nly occur in thin zone, or clusters which 
are as1oclated with abundant car onaceous pi nt. Cubes and 
irre ul r ssea of pyrite are ener lly less than .3 in ax um 
di ter but a graina up to wer observed. S of the 
du~t-like inclusions in the dolomite may b very fin ly divided 
pyrite. Kuch of the black tor ddi b brown mat rial tho ht to be 
finely divided car on ceous tter y be oxidized pyrite pi nt. 
lthough very c on in the dol ite, th pyrite 11 rarely observed 
int ea ydrit portion of this icrof ciea. 
Authigenic quartz is coamon in the microgr nul r dolomite. 
It t by far th moat c01111DOn ace aory and usually appears as doubly 
t rminated u edral to sub dral crystals which contain abund nt 
inclusiona. Th cryst la 
qu rtz cry t ls also occur • 
• 06 to .13 in length. 
rec nly scatter d but clusters of 
The individual crystals are enerally 
Minor amo t of polybalit , fluorit and what is b lieved to 
halite r found int e anbydrite•dol ite microfaci • Polyhalite 
occurs s euhedral crystals replacin anhydrite; ao of th clear 
inclusion ins an ydrite may al o be poly lite. Jluorite is 
present aa irregular mes ea which eppear to replace icrogranular 
dol ite. Goats of cubic crystal which appear to ave replaced 
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anhydrite are believed to represent halite which has been dissolved 
durin maki of the thin sections. 
According to Carozzi (1960), t e abundance of authigenic inerals 
in carbonate- sulphate rocks is to be expected . lnterbedded anhydrite 
and dolomite provide an ideal environment for the formation of 
authigenic inerals . Waters which percolate through the sulphate 
become acid and ather constituents from the minerals throu h which 
they ove . When the ineral rich acid solutions come in contact with 
the carbonat s, they are neutralized and ineral deposition takes pl ce . 
uthigenic quartz in carbonate- sulphate rocks may result from precipi-
tation of silica released by solution of clay inerals whic occur as 
impurities in almost all of thes rocks (C rozzi, 1960) . 
Close examination of the cluster and streaks of authig nic 
quartz showed that the associated dolomite often consists of subhedr l 
and euhedral rhombs of greater size than the surrounding micro ranular 
dolomite . Usually the quartz replaces the dolomite and occurs as 
doubly termin t d crystals; however, in some cases quartz appears to 
fill voids between the rhombs. The reason for thi association is 
not clear; however, it is su gested that the more co rsely crystalline 
dolo ite zon s may represent zones of slightly rester porosity which 
provided space for collection of fluids and miner 1 deposition. 
Minor amounts of muscovite and plagiclase are also pre ent . Both 
occur with uthigenic quartz but generally appear s anhedral grains 
averaging approximately .06mm in length. No conclusive evidenc is 
observed which can be used to determine whether these rains re 
d trit 1 or authigenic . 
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trital constitutents comprise very inor portion oft e 
anhydrite•dolo te ierofacles . Thin l inae of carbonac ou hale 
occur i rb ded with th dolo it and nbydri in so part o 
th icrofaci 11. A s ll amount of detrit l quartz h also present . 
Th detri al uartz, 11 et e authi enic quartz, app ars to b r -
etricted to th dol itic portion of th crofaciea . The r in are 
rounded and so ti s contain inclusions of epene, and wh ti 
q stionably id ntified aa zircon and agn tite. The d trital gr in 
y occur with, or without authi nic qu r z. The detrit 1 rains 
someti show quartz overgrowths which tend to produce eub dral 
form. 
Of particul r interest is the eiz of so d trital qu rtz grains. 
Mot rains ar silt to fine sand size, ho ver, eev ral aampl a re 
observ d hie contain scattered, ~"ell rounded quartz rains u to 
l. in di T se l ar 
very fin granular dolo ite . 
sedi nt is ind d puzclin. 
Th 
On 
q rtz grains I float' in a trix of 
proble oft e ori in of sue a 
ust postulat c pable 
of transportin gr ins of uch 1 • with ut, at the ea ti , re vin 
the carbon t ud trix. Curr nt of sufficient atr nth do not e 
likely since th fine c rbon te uds ould certainly be reroov d. Wind · 
capable of carryin • nd of s c si2e ny appreciable distance fr 
or also se cnlikely. On 0111 le ex 1 nation i that th quartz 
gvain reclining to the root of plants and on driftwood 1tbic 
floated sea nrd fro adj~cent l nd ar a It s b en proposed th t 
thi thod of sedi nt transport is of con iderable importance in 
pr aent allo water rine enviro nts. (Bruun and ck y, 1962) . 
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In the anhy rite-dol ite icrofaci s, a variety of co ple 
t xture are pre ent and will now be de cribed; th t xtur a ob rved in 
the sa le cont inin little or no dol ite con id red first. 
In the fir t texture, t o oft anhydrite lath li 
par llel with the beddin. The individual cry tal ar c nly ub 1· 
ro ~opit o barely vi ible under hi~h n1ficat1on. Ho er, the 
c n ori nt tin of the cryst6l i , vi en~ed by the nisotropic 
fabric of the thin section. In so mples, v la inae are visibl 
which are c nly epar t,d by p per thin fil of carbonac ou 
aterial or iron oxid. Often, a faint reddish bro coloration i 
observed in thin ectiou • foh app ar to b due to the presence of 
bitunt.no\l or pyritic pigment b t en cb.e hydri,e lat Althou h 
th1.; text re is not ~ommon in nhydrtte of th Dupe.row Format ion, 
it appe rs to a co n tex ure in ny thick anhydrite sequences 
auch as the Ca tile or tion of th Delawar Ba in f 
New Mexico (Udden, l 24). 
st Texas 
Much n ydri e exhibits a hi t.l c -.ntorted true , u ... e in hich 
irr .ul rs t~l, fold- and ft~w 1 ke featur~ are observed . The 
d 
tr ture re rked by anhydritP. 1 tbs in a parallel to ubparallel 
arran1ieuient. Tb contorted nhydrite i int ixed 1th irr ular 
p tches of appar ntly non-disrupted anhydrit in which the an ydrite 
if fi and cOGlpo ed of thin, elon t, ro 11 e cry tals 
whtth are rran ed in an overlappin, rando fa hion. Carozsi (1960) 
t d thi a "felty anhydrite" textur • 
Of paT ieular int rest i e lar er size of th anhydrite cry tal 
in the contorted portion oft.hi 
nhydrite i th n ydrite-dol 
te.xt··ra 3s comp red with the other 
1te .. i"'rof e1.ec:. T e individual 
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crystals tend to show a more perfectly developed tabular outline and 
well d veloped cleavage. Compound grain are bundant nd curved 
crystals showing undulose extinction are not unco on. 
The above features appear to be best developed in the more con-
torted anhydrite, hence, there appears to be so relationship bet en 
the proce a which produced the swirls and folds in the anhydrit and 
crystal size and form. Bundy (1956) described a similar anhydrit 
texture from the gyps •anhydrite deposits of southern Indian. He 
attributed the contorted structures to recry tallization flow due to 
overburden pressure. However, there is laboratory evidence to au gest 
that the contorted structures in anhydrit are of pri ry ori in. 
This will be discussed later int is paper. 
Bundy (1956) lso suggested pos ible explanation for the growth 
of anhydrite porpbyroblasts. Growth of anhydrite porphyroblasts may 
be analogous to the recovery or elastic after effect ob erved in ome 
etals. en stress is removed fro thee tale, a rebound or 
rowth phenomenon is noted because the tal is in a state of thermo-
dyna ic disequilibri He postulated that, followin removal of 
tr ss on anhydrite, center within the contorted anhydrite which 
respond ost r pidly to conditions of thermodynamic stability may 
develop anhydrite porphyrobla ts. Th rectangular shape of the 
porphyroblasts is believed to be the most stable form under the new 
conditions of e uilibrium. 
nother xplanation y be postulated fro the evidence observed 
in the contorted anhydrite. It is known that an increase in pressure 
may cause partial solution of mineral rains at points of xi 
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stress between adjacent crystals, At the sa time, reprecipitation 
may occur, if the solution is satur ted, in voids within the network 
of crystal and at points of minimum stress between crystals. That 
pre sure aolution occurred b tween adjacent anhydrite rain in the 
contorted anhydrite is evidenced by the presence of sutur d contacts 
between anhydrite crystals in ome samples. Such contacts, howev r, 
are not co n, su gesting that pressure olution wa not a common 
reaction to applied str ss, such as would be caused by burial, or 
that much of the evidence of this proc ss has been destroyed by 
later diagensis. 
Theo served apparent grad tion bet~,een compound nhydrite 
crystal and porphyroblasts su gest that the latter are formed fro 
compound cry tals by some proces which ch nges the crystallographic 
orientation of the individual crystals and forms a crystal-
lographic unit. Gold n (1952) suggested that reprecipitated 
nhydrite may fill interstices between nhydrite crystals and tend 
to dev lop th normal tabular habit of thi ineral. The force of 
cry tallization of the growin crystal, hich varies with cryst 1-
lographic direction, may be ufficient to cue solution of the 
enclos d anhydrite crystals not havin t es me cry tallographic 
orientation. The final product appears as a tabular anhydrite 
porphyroblast in which all evidence of ita compound nature i 
destroyed. 
Th third texture consists of rounded to elong te rains 
composed of contorted anhydrite which are usually 2 or more in 
dia~~ter. The elongat grains usually are oriented with their 
long axes parallel to the beddin and are separated by thin fil of 
black to reddish brown pigment. The margins of the anhydrite grains 
are well defined and conform roughly to irre ularities in adjacent 
rains. 
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The portion of the nhydrite-dolomite microfacies which conei ts 
of gr nular dolomite with less than 10 percent anhydrite generally 
ppears homogeneou with little or no evidence of bedding or other 
~tructures pre ent. Occasionally, f int churned texture may b 
observed in dolomite udstones and siltstones closely resemble the 
structures caused by burrowing organisms in some recent tidal flat 
d posit which h ve been described by Stratten (1959). 
Alar e portion of anhydrit -dolo ite icrof ci sis composed 
of both anhydrite and dolo ite. These rocks exhibit several textur s 
import nt in interprelin their depositional and diagenetic history. 
The very fine to submicroscopic anhydrite described above is 
c only associated with granular dolomite. As in the hove, the 
anhydrite laths are nearly parallel with the beddin. These nhydrite-
dolomite rocks occur in two di tinct textures. In the more co n 
type, the anhydrite and dolomite appear to form an almost uniform 
mixture. Due to the s 11 grain size of both components, individual 
crystals can be identified only under high gnification and the 
relationship bet en grain is not clear. In this textur, little 
evidence of anhydrite recrystallization is obse ved, but this may be 
due to the very fine grained nature of the anhydrite. Dolomit 
rhombohedr are abundant in so samples. 
The other co n anhydrit -dolomite texture in thi group 
con ists of one compon nt, either anhydrite or dolomite, dispersed 
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throu h the other as thin, parallel, discontinuous layers iving a 
uggest1on of 1 yerin0 • Locally, di tinct anhydrite-dolo ite laminae 
ere present. 
A comparatively uncommon anhydrit -dolo ite texture consists of 
irr egular to rounded grains of on component in a matrix of the other 
givin rise to a cla tic like texture . The more common case consists 
of grains of anhydrite in am trix of ranular dolomite . The anhydri te 
is medi to coarse grained and always exhibits at lea t some contorted 
structure • Porphyrobla ts of anhydrite are usually pres nt . Th 
contacts be ween rains and matrix are gener lly indistinct and 
someti ap ear gradational. The anhydrite rains are oorly sorted 
and oft n occur in thi zones. 
nother clas ic-like anhydrite-dolomit tex ure consists of 
well rounded to an ular gr ins of ranular dol mite in a rix of 
coarse, contorted anhydrite. All grains over ~mall area are of 
prox tely the sa size. Th contacts bet en grains and matrix 
i di tinct. The grain are u to several 1111 ters in diameter . 
Anhydrite lath in contact with the rains tend to be parallel to the 
mar ins of the rain and so ti s per to be arran din flow-
like pattern around the rains. The over ll a pearance of thi textur e 
is that of a microbreccia or microcon lomerate . Q te often, the 
dolomit is cut by numerous 11 fract 1r s which exten across the 
rains but do not extend into the an ydrite . 
The most co n dolo ite-antydrite texture consists of hi bly 
contort d nd f lty anhydri with irre ular ma es and stringer of 
granular dolo ite. n ain, the ore contorted nhydrite i comparative ly 
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coarse grained and the crystals tend to show a more perfectly developed 
tabular form. 
The dolomite stringers are u ually observed to conform to the 
structures in the anhydrite thus aking th swirls and folds in the 
clear anhydrite more pronounced . The irregular asses of dolo ite 
frequently exhibit tail-like projections which extend into t an ydrite 
and give the impres ion that the dolomite ha been "smeared" by ovement 
of the anhydrite . Flow- like structures are observed in the anhydrite 
adjacent to the dolomite and a parallel arran ement of anhydrite 
crystals adjacent to the dolo ite is nearly lw ys pronounced. Euhedral 
dolo ite is abundant . Fractures and veinlets of anhydrite locally 
tran ect the dolomite . However, the fractures do not continue into 
the adjacent anhydrite. 
Int rpretation of the origin and diagenetic history of the 
nhydrite •dolomite microfacies from mineralogical and textur 1 features 
presents a difficult problem. lthough the anhydrite -dolo ite 
lithologic association is rather co on in the Paleozoic Section, 
nowhere can ignificant equivalent edimentation be found in modern 
seas. This hould not be surprising, however, since in contrast to 
odern seas, aleozoic seas often pread over continental areas and 
persisted in intracratonic ba in. This certainly provided more 
opportunity for large scale restricted marine conditions to develop 
which were nece sary for widespread evaporite deposition. In study 
of these sedi nts, then, are significantly li ited by the lack 
of opportunity for direct observation of this type of sedi ntation . 
P TE II 
- --~-~ 
nhydrite -dolo it mJ.crof ciee. "F lty' anhydrit t 
up of overlapping acicular anhydrite crystal • 25 . 
-----------------------------
----------
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PLATE III 
nhydrite-dolomite mierofacies . Finely laminated felty anhydrite 
and microgranular dolomite. Some of the dolomite occurs a 
pelletoidal grains. X2 5. 
• 
( 
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nhydrite-dolomite microfacies . Contorted felted anhydrit and 
microgranular dolomite. Note euhedral dolomite rhombs scattered 
through anhydrite and ri in laminae of microgranular dolo ite . 
X25 . . 
-- - - ---- ------- --- - --- - ---
J 
PI.ATE V 
nhydrite-dolomite microfacies. Structurless icrogranular 
dolo ite with scattered gr ins of quartz and feldspar. X25. 
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PLATE VI 
Anhydrite-dolomite icrofacies. Clastic-like rains of 
microgranular dolomite in a trix of contorted anhydrite. 
Note that some dolo ite massee appear fractured but that the 
fractur s do not continue into th trix. Note also the 
flow•like pattern of the anhydrite aro\llld th dolomit gr ins. 
X25. 
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Hence, the study of anhydrite-dolomite sedimentation mustJ>e based 
either on laboratory evidence, where exact duplication of the conditions 
present in nature is extremely difficult, or on detailed study of 
ancient sediments. As yet, relatively little work has been done 
using either approach and as a result there is considerable difference 
of opinion and apparent misunderstanding concerning the formation and 
diagenesis of anhydrite-dolomite sediments. 
First the problem of the origin of the anhydrite will be con-
sidered. It is almost universally agreed that calcium sulphate 
deposition is the result of excessive evaporation of sea water under 
conditions of restricted circulation. There is a considerable 
difference of opinion, however, as to whether anhydrite is precipi-
tated directly or represents dehydrated gypsum. 
Posnjak (1940) has shown, by laboratory methods, that the 
total salinity of sea water must be increased by a factor of 3.35 to 
obtain saturation with respect to calcium sulphate. At temperatures 
below 42 degrees C. the hydrated calcium sulphate, gypsum, will be 
precipitated from a saturated solution. At temperatures above 42 
degrees c., anhydrite will be the stable form. Since temperatures of 
42 degrees C. are not likely under marine conditions, Posnjak 
concluded that calcium sulphate is precipitated in nature as gypsum, 
probably at a temperature near 30 degrees C. and a salinity ranging 
from 3.35 to 4.8 times that of normal sea water. Geological evidence, 
however, strongly suggests that at least some anhydrite in the 
geological record is primary (Pettijohn, 1949). 
McDonald (1953) has shown that the presence of other salts in 
solution greatly effects the temperature range in which gypsum or 
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anhydrite is stable. This apparently was not taken into account in 
Posnjak's exp riments. An increase in the amount of other salts in 
as turated solution of calcium sulphate was found to lower the 
te per ture at which anhydrite be ins to precipitate. For instance, 
in a solut on havin a calcium sulphate concentration 3.35 times th t 
of normal se water and havin a chlorinity of 65 p rts per thousand, 
gypsum will precipitate from solution at temperatures below 34 degrees 
C. and anhydrite at temperatures above this temperature. At a 
temperature of 25 degrees C., s lts will be concentrated by evapo-
ration until a chlorinity of 65 p rts per thousand is reached. At 
this point, calcium sulphate will be in to precipitate as gypsum. 
Gy will continue to be precipitated until the chlorinity r aches 
119 parts per thousand, after which anhydrite will be precipitated. 
Gyps in contact with se water h ving a chlorinity above 113 parts 
per thousand and ate perature of 25 degrees C. or ore is unstable 
and will be converted to anhydrite (Richter, 1961). Hence, it ppears 
from laboratory evid nee that both gypsum and anhydrite may be 
recipitated in nature depending, in part at least, on the temperature 
and ealinfty. 
Harvey, Atkins and ev ral other workers have ob rved that the 
top few centimeters in some ocean waters may be considerably warmer 
than the underlying water (Dellwig, 1955). Dreyer, Garrel and 
Howland report temperature of 70 d grees c. in the upper few centi-
meters of water in the Gulf of Karabu az, a lake adjoinin the Caspian 
Sea (Dellwi, 1955). It has also been observed that in shallow, clear 
water, den e brines lying beneath a cover of fresher water y al o 
re ch abnormally hight mperatures. The mor dense liquid has a 
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higher specific heat and hence, ab orbs ore radi nt he t than the 
overlyin w ter. t ni ht, or on cloudy day, esca e of heat is 
inhibited by the overlyin blanket of less denoe water. In this 
manner, temperatur s are created int e more line bottom water 
which are hi her than would nor lly be expected if this proc ss did 
not op rate. Hence, creation of comparitively high temp ratures in 
hallow arine enviro ent is po sible . This, favors precipitation 
of calci sulphate a anhydrite. 
Te ~ue tion of whet er a sulp ate was deposited originally as 
anhydrit or yp can po sibly be answered by car ful ex ination 
d inter re at·on of i er l r 1 tin his d texture observed in 
thin sect on. The evid nee us full in di tin6uishin rimary 
anhydrite fro secondary anhydrite is summarized by Carozzi (1960). 
Evidence indicativ of primary anhydrite includ s: 
l. A "pile of brick" textur • 
This texture consists of closely packed 
anhydrite lath bowing distinct r ct ular 
outline. Th laths have at ndency to be 
oriented more or less parallel over small 
areas. Often with their long axi parallel 
to the beddin, but very abrupt changes in 
dir ction of orienta ion are frequent. 
2 . strong tendency to form stubby, pri atic 
crystals which show exinction parallel to the 
direction of elongation. 
• Inver& grad d bedding in anhydrite lamina • 
4 . harp contacts b t en adj c nt cryst l. 
Featur • co n to second ry anhydrit include: 
l . The presenc of abundant i puriti s. 
2 . Indistinct or rged cryat 1 bound rie1. 
l. Extinction o liq o th dir ction of 
elongation. 
4. odlike or elongat , spindle shap d and 
rhomboidal cry1tals. 
5. C n lack of 11 v lop cle 
6. A felty t xture. 
Thi textur • de up of n inter ro , 
overlappi f lt-li network of rodlik, 
pindle-• ap d and r o ic anhydrit crystals. 
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tf the ch racter1etica ot the anhydrite in th anhydrit -dol ite 
icrofaciea ar revi d, it will sen that thl anhydrite a s 
of tbe characteristics indicative of a cond.ary ydri e nd s 
indic tive of pr ry anhydrit • Th an ydrite in th a ydrite•dol~ 
microfaciea nerally s owa h rp contacts between rains and xhibits 
xtinction parallel to the direction of lon ation . T • feature• ar 
supposedly c r cteriattc of prl ry anhydrite . On the oth r and, 
t e an ydrit textur nd cryat l f~r o~ clo ly r se let os 
cbaract ri1tic of secondary an ydrlte . o features wer •erv din the 
anhydrite in the anhydrtte-dolo te crofac1ea which would hav prov d 
conclusively w ther t sulphat s d po it d a aohydrit or ype • 
H ver, lack of such evidence in thes • di nte ould not be surprising. 
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Sulphates appe r to be one of the more easily altered sediments 
in the earth's crust. At least so evidence of recrystallization is 
almo t always present and ylonitization of sulphates appears to be 
co on (C roz7i, 1960). In addition, many show recognizable, con-
clusive petrographic evidence of at le st one change in the mineral 
form of the ulphate after depo ition. Goldman (1952) for example, 
recognized secondary gyp um which hasp rtially been reconverted to 
anhydrite in eome of the salt dome& of the Gulf Coast. Thus, it 
appears that many if not most sulph tes have been ubjected to 
complex chan s after deposition. These change may completely 
chan e the original characteristics of the sediment and hence all 
evidence of it previous history. Under such conditions, determining 
whether a particular sulphat was originally deposited as anhydrite 
or gyps is an al ost impossible ta k. 
We shall now consider the origin of the contorted structures 
observed in anhydrit -dolouilte icrofacies. The conversion of 
gypsum to anhydrite results in the loss of large quantitie of ater. 
According to Pettijohn (1957). a vol e shrinkage of fro 30 to 50 
perc nt is to be expected s gypsum is altered to anhydrite. ccording 
to Forgotson (1956), the expelled w ter would saturate the aasociated 
non-evaporite edi nts causin them to beco plastic and invade 
the shrunken and disturbed nhydrite . Thus, according to Forgotson, 
the contorted tructures observed in anhydrite and as ociated sedi nts 
are th result of volume shrinkage due to removal of water during 
conversion of ypsum to anhydrite. 
For taon'• t ory doe not d uately xp aln the pree•nc of 
uuUo ery fi l l aunated ydrHe dot er• di nt• bich 
are often ob erved to be lnterb dd d with bl ly contort d nbydrite. 
T 
adjacent 
T 18 
no al n1f1c 
uet bav 
YP• On 
depoatted. 
ould • ov t effect• of ca eo of vol 1n t 
obeervation 1 d u y an yroe (l 61) t concl • t 
nt bri ae o curr d an t r fori , UC ydrite 
en formed r • r1 or co v rted fro 
• • Ott for overly! DO Va orlte eedi nte re 
Hor ov r, t ori n t 0 0 t elon ate a ydrite 
indicat t t t: etr ctur • re fo ile t edi nte 
re still a pla&tlc ors lfluld et te, pro ably eoon after 
depoeitton. 
L boratory ex~ri nta co u ted by Riley and yrne (1961) • o d 
t t tr turea 1'hlc v ry clo• lyres let• atr ture• observed 
int ea ydrit •dol tcrofacl•• c beg nerat d y flow • 
cau d by di fer nee• tn de atty be e U t lflui a ydrite 
and the avier, plaatic overlyin carbonate eedi nts. Their 
x eri nte eho that o erlyi carbo t • di te y eit er• t le 
directly into t ne ly fo d a if ul anhydrite or ace 
eds ich, when t le end sufficiently, cause flow • and v r• 
turnt in o 
t • ydrit 
rlyi a ydrit • 
1crof 
ve t xture o sere in 
roduc din laboratory 
in 
rt nta of 11• H nee, tee xperi n.t appear to 
b of •1 niftca ce d this proc •• ueed o expl in at 
le at of the texturee. 
Hot ver. the author believes that o t of the structure and 
textures observed in the anhydrite-dolomite micrvfacies are better 
explained by recrystallization flow, as suggested by Bundy (1956). 
This process, as mentioned earlier, appears to adaquately explain 
the contorted folds in the anhydrite and the parallel, flow-like 
arrange nt of anhydrit cry tals which is co nly observed. 
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Fr ctures in asses of dolomite enclosed in contorted anhydrite 
suggest that at least some movement or flowage of the matrix occurred 
after at least partial lithification of the domomite . Th author 
believes that the contorted structures een in many anbydrites ay, 
in part at lea t, b formed lon after lithifica~ion and burial. 
Differenti l tresses which ay cause flowage of sulphates can 
occur at anytime through tectonism or p rhaps uneven removal of 
overburden by erosion . The relative ease with which sulphates are 
d formed and caused to flow by stress is well evidenced by salt domes 
and similar structures found in many parts of the world. 
The origin of the cla tic-like anhydrite•dolomite textures 
is not clear . They may actually represent reworked, transported 
sediments and, hence, be true elastics. The presence of well 
rounded, well sorted grains showing ah rp contacts with the matrix 
stron ly sug ests this origin . However, in many of these elastic• 
like textures, the grains are so ewh t irre ular and show an 
indistinct contact with the matrix. Such textures very closely 
resemble the "autoclastic0 textures produced by Riley nd Byrne 
(1961), and hence, y have been formed by infolding of sulphates 
and dolo ite as they postulated . 
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The very fine grained to submicroscopic anhydrite which shows 
no evidence of recrystallization or deformation may represent, or be 
very similar to, the original sulphate precipitate. Elongate 
crystals settling out of solution would tend to be oriented with 
their long axis parallel to the bedding surfaces as does the 
anhydrite. in this texture. Why this anhydrite escaped apparent 
deformation and recrystallization is not known and is puzzling in 
view of its common close association with the contorted anhydrite. 
The origin of the granular dolomite is probably subject to even 
more diverse opinion than the origin of the anhydrite. The same 
problem is encountered here as in the study of the anhydrite; 
nowhere can extensive dolomite formation be observed in modern seas. 
This has led many workers to seriously doubt that dolomite can 
accumulate by direct precipitation, however, it must again be 
emphasized that conditions in modern seas are certainly not as 
conducive to evaporite deposition as during some other spans of 
geologic time and hence, the possibility of widespread primary 
dolomite formation should not be disregarded because of the lack 
of modern examples. 
There is little doubt that a large part, if not a large 
majority, of the dolomite in the geologic record is of secondary 
origin. However, some workers have presented evidence which strongly 
suggests that extensive deposits of primary dolomite are present in 
the geologic record. In particular, the microgranular dolomite 
coannonly found associated with evaporites are believed by many to 
be of primary origin. 
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The first line of evidence is offered by the very close, often 
interbedded, association of the microgranular dolomite with known 
evaporites such as halite and gypsum. Often, thin beds of dolomite 
within thick evaporite sequences may be traced over great distances 
with little change in texture or composition. This suggest that the 
dolomite is a primary precipitate. 
In the Duperow, a distinct difference is noted in the texture, 
grain size and crystal form of the dolomite associated with the 
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evaporites and dolomite or definite secondary origin. The secondary 
dolomite always appears euhedral to subhedral and more coarse than 
the dolomite associated with the evaporites. This certainly suggest a 
fundamental difference in their origin. 
Carozzi (1960) stated that there is no doubt that the brownish, 
fine grained dolomites associated with evaporites are chemical precipi-
tates because the rounded crystals which make up these dolomites 
always present rounded faces toward one another indicating that their 
shape cannot be ascribed to replacement. In addition, Carozzi observed 
that most rounded dolomite crystals display tiny dark inclusions, which 
are often at their centers, and suggests that these minute foreign 
particles acted as nuclei for crystallization of the dolomite. These 
features are characteristic of the granular dolomite in the anhydrite-
dolomite microfacies. 
Hence, ~lthoQgh direct, large scale chemical precipitation of 
dolomite cannot be found in modern seas, there is indirect evidence 
to suggest that this was an important process in some ancient seas. 
The microgranular dolomite in the anhydrite-dolomite microfacies is 
believed to be a primary chemical precipitate. 
B. Micrite Microfacies. 
The general gascopic appearance of thi micro£ cies is that 
of a structureles • litho raphic to sublithographic, dull brown to 
brownish gray li stone . Thin l ina of carbonaceous shale re 
C n. Ta ular anhydrite crystals up to sev ral 111 ters in 
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length are locally abundant and are very conspicuous in handspecimen. 
No fosails are evident in handspeci n . 
Microscopically. the 11 aton consists of tightly interlockin • 
anh dral calcit cry tals which range from below the resolving power 
of the icroscope to approximately . 005 am. Small fossil fra nts 
and pelletoidal grains are present in trace amount • In the classifi-
cation of carbonate rocks proposed by Folk (1959). a rock having the 
texture nd composition of the limestone in this icrofacies is termed 
a" icrite". Folk defines a micrite as a rock compo ed almost entir ly 
of microcrystalline calcite and havin less than one percent alloch ical 
constituents . Allochemical constituents or "allochems" are defined 
as aggreg ted bodies compo ed of terial fo d by chemic 1 or 
biochemical pr cipitation within the basin of deposition and which 
commonly• ow evidence of tran portation. In this study, th li atones 
will be classified accordin to the termino~gy propoe d by Folk (1959) . 
The calcite is clouded by abundant dust-like inclusion which 
often appear to be concentrat d alon grain boundaries . This terial 
appears as a black, carbon-like aubetance in th residue and is believed 
to b very finely divided organic material . ·The foasils in this 
mlcrofaciea conai t predominantly of ostracods. which are co nly 
rticulat d, and alga. A few brae iopod fr nte and fra nts of 
I -
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chinoid spine• r pr ent. The fo ails ar concentr ted into 
distinct, t hin, zone w re t y ar co only a soci ted with 
pell toidal grains and, rarely, oolites. Te aon of fra nt l 
re so times ce nt d by coar e grained, clear. cry tall1ne 
calcite. 
Thin beds of carbonaceou sh le, which oft n ar stai d wit 
iron oxtd, re pr sent . C rbonaceoua shale with iron oxide et inin 
alma t always rk the cont ct of this micro£ ci s with other sedi nte. 
rely, eUt-size rains off ld ar nd quartz ar pr s nt int e 
hale beds . 
Tabular anhydrite cry tale up to aev ral =1111 ter in len th 
? 
. s . 
are ti present an 
------- " 
y make up re than 50 perc nt oft e tot 1 
rock . Th anhydrite i most abundant lon th contact between 
this microfacies nd t e anhydrite in th anhydrite-dolomi e icrofacies. 
Dolomite i usually preaent as sc tt rd rh 
irr gular patche of euh dral dolomite . 
s but y also occur as 
The dark ataini vid nt int s llmeeton I is app rently due 
to unoxidized or anic rialj hence, may postulate tat thes 
rocks repr sent a di nts deposited in an oxyg n deficient. euxinic 
enviro nt . T li stones of th icr1t microfacies are very 
closely aaaoclated, and oft n int rbedded wit, the aahydrit and 
dolomite of th anhydrtte•dolomite microfaciea. Therefore, it is 
b lieved that tis li stone wa formed fro che cally precipitated 
calci carbonate . Theoretically, carbonat s should b amon th 
first alt to be preci itated s saline ter are vapor ted and, 
hen.c, should underli every evaporite deposit. Iron oxid hould 
? 
precipitate a t the sa ti s c lei carbonat (lr e i n and 
Garr le, 1952). Thus it appears that t e ob erved r lationehips r 
con iatent wit , t theoretically shoul d be expected in vaporite 
s di nts. 
C. Saccharoidal Dolomit Microfa iee. 
bro 
Me acopic lly, tbi icrofaci s appears a 
, fin to di rai ed, saccharoidal dolo 
brown to 
t • 0 
ray-
ample• 
ttli • T e•e rocks are commonly tre ked 
trial and hav stro fetid odor when 
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y show ray to brown 
with black petrolif rous 
broken. Considerabl 
petrol um ia found ln s 
nd vu y porosity saturated with 
zones. 
ln tins ction, this micro£ ct• is c pos d of eu dral to 
ubbedral dolomite rho sin a tight mosaic-like rra ement. 
Individ l rho s av ra e .07 in lon dimen ion an rarely exceed 
.2 • Du t-lik i clusions of carbonaceous t ri 1 and what appear 
to be iron oxid re bond nt and often t nd toe phasize the zon d 
structure of the rhomb • 
Both intergranular and vuggy orosity ar u u lly 11 developed 
in this icrofaci s. Th maxi Uill poro lty observ dis &timat d to 
e fr 10 to 15 pre nt. In o t ,a ples, ho ver, lar perc nta e 
of the avalla le ori inal poro ity is filled with secondary anhydrit. 
ln void not filled with anhydrit, a bl ck, carbon-like material is 
present ich h believed to be "d ad oil" or th residual materi 1 
r inin after the r moval oft light r hydrocarbon. 
T re 11 little doubt that th crystalline dolomite of the 
aaccharoid l dolo it icrofaci repr ants dolo itiz d limeetone. 
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Co lete gradation bet en crystalline dolo ite and li stone is 
pre ent in the ection. The crystalline dolo ite usually grades into 
beds of crystalline dolo ite w ich contain irregular p tches of 
limestone which are co letely surrounded by the dolo ite . The 
limestone patches generally show a gr dational contact with the 
surrounding dolo ite and often contain 1cattered rhombs . The 11 ,tone 
patches appear to b remnants of the origin 1 rock. 
Dolo itized calcite icrostructur s provide more conclusive 
evidenc for the• condary nature of the dolomite . In several beds, 
euhedral dolo ite parti lly replaces calcareous fossil fragments and 
pelletoidal grains in partially dolomitized li stones. Also, indis-
tinct outlines of fossils are present in ny dolo ites . Thia is 
clear evidence that th dolo ite ia formed by repl c ment of the 
calcium carbonate. 
Dolo itization t nds to destroy th texture and ineralogy of 
the original sedi nt; hence, interpretation of th d positional 
environment in which a dolomitized sedi nt was deposited is extre ly 
difficult . For this reason, no environmental interpretation of this 
icrofaciea is atte pted, all carbonat s which are more th4D 75 
percent dolomitized are included in the aaccharoidal dolomite 
microfaciea. 
There is considerable diff renc of opinion as to th thod of 
dolomite replacement and the origin of the porosity developed in th 
dolomites. Th basic problem is concern d with whether dolo ite 
replace nt is molecule for molecul or volume for volume, and if the 
latter, the origin of the porosity commonly present in these rocks . 
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Also open to question is the time in the diagenetic history of these 
rocks when dolomitization occurred. No evidence was observed which 
might aid in answering the abo e questions. However, that considerable 
porosity has been developed in these rocks by dolomitization is 
unquestionable. 
D. Pelmicrite-Pelletiferous Micrite Microfacies. 
In handspecimen, this microfacies appears as a hard, structureless, 
light brownish gray to blue-gray limestone having a very finely 
crystalline texture. Scattered megafossils are usually present but 
never abundant. The fossils most commonly observed are brachiopods, 
crinoid fragments and echinoid spines. Small specks of clear calcite 
and small vugs filled with clear calcite are present in some samples. 
Scattered large tabular anhydrite crystals may be present and irregular 
veinlets of coarsely crystalline anhydrite are also occasionally 
observed. 
Microscopic examination shows this microfacies to consist of 
pelletoidal grains of cryptocrystalline calcite and fossil fragments 
in a matrix of structureless calcite. Pelletoidal grains make up 
from 10 to 70 percent of the total rock. The fossil content is 
generally less than 10 percent. According to the classification 
proposed by Folk (1959), a rock consisting of a cryptocrystalline 
calcite matrix with greater than 25 percent pelletoidal grains and 
having a fossil-pellet ratio of less than 1:3 is a pelmicrite. If 
the pelletoidal grains comprise from 10 to 25 percent of the rock, 
it is termed a pelletiferous micrite. Approximately 75 percent of the 
pelmicrite - pelletiferous micrite microfacies is pelmicrite. 
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PLATE VII 
Micrite microfacies. Structureless, c rbonaceous cryptocrystalline 
calcite with scattered tabul r anhydrit cryst la. 
PLATE VIII 
Sacc aroidal dolomite microfacies . Interlockin dolomite 
rhomb with well developed inter r nular and vug y poro ity . 
Porosity filled with secondary anhydrite and carbonaceous 
residu . 
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Th pelletoidal rains ar usually 11 round d and en r lly 
within the silt to d1um s nd size range . So pelletoid 1 grains, 
o ver, y xceed 2 in di ter. Tb y are de distinct fro the 
rix by a lightly dark r color, 'Whic is often re pronounced along 
t of the pell ts . The d rker color may be due to a sli htly 
hi her content of roganic terial . Occa ionally, these ellets may 
• 
be elongate or football shaped . The pelletoid l rains usually show 
fair siz aorting and are concentrated into zones . Th p lletoidal 
grain are often observ d to rade into the matrix . It appears that 
the pelletoid 1 gr ins have been partly destroyed by comp ction or 
perhap by the churning action of marine or ani 
Th pelletoidal grains so ti s appear to be welded or merged 
into composite grain . Occasionally, the pelletotdal raine which 
up t e c posit grain ar ce nted with clear crystalline 
calcite . The composite grains usually how evidence of rounding with 
the individual grains at th 
rounding of the c poeite grain. 
truncated to conform to the 
Before the intensive tudy of recent c rbonate s di nts in the 
Bahama by Newell and Rigby (1957) and lllins (1954), many workers 
attributed the pelletoidal grains in ancient sedi nts to the 
breakdown ofire-exi ting li tone. Howev r, b cause of their clo e 
resemblance to the pelletoidal rains now forming in the Bahamas 
and oth r criteria based on strati raphic ob ervation, els (1958) 
postulated a similar origin for th pelletoidal rains found in ny 
ancient sedi nta . This vi w i shared by most workers in the field. 
so 
In the B ha as, t e pell toid 1 rains are bein formed in a 
llo, warm 1 oonal enviro nt . Gentl wave itation is pres nt 
and appears n cessary for the fo tion of th pellets . lllin (1954) 
ha sho\m that the structureless, ovoid carbonate rain are formed 
in 1 r part, "in itu" by a re ti.on processes . He describes 
the formation of these pellets•• follows . Th p llet be in a 
oft, loosely bound a gre te of white, calcareou silt composed 
in part of skel tel material. The friable aggregates are held 
to ether eith r by a calcium carbon te ce nt or lgal ucu. 
(Th carbonaceous re ins of the latt r may expl in why the 
pelletoidal rain in ancient sedi nts commonly ppear d rker than 
the matrix . ) The pellets are de firm by continued preci itation 
of ar gonite ce nt· within the regate, At the sa ti , recrys-
tallization of th fin detrit l constituents destroy the ori inal 
texture. Te formation of composit rain by the ce ntation of 
several pelletoidal rains was also ob erved by llling . These 
indurated rains re rounded nd polished as they are shifted bout 
on the s a floor by gentle wave action. 
Peel pell ts of marine org nis s re found by Thor (1936), 
lllin (1954), and other workers to constitute a large part of the 
bottom sedi nts in ome r as of the Bahama Banks, The pellets 
fi by d poeition of aragonit ce nt as th pellets 
formed from chemically precipitated calci carbonate . The fecal 
pellet d scribed by Illing ar elliptical in ehap and usually 
between ,5 and . 7 in length . After cementation and roundin by 
w v and current action and recrystallization, fecal pellet usu lly 
become indi tingui hable fr the p llets formed from chemically 
precipitated calci carbonate. ecause of their close res mblance 
to the pell t pre ently forming on th Bahama Banks, it is b liev d 
that the pelletoidal grains in the pel icrite-pelletiferous crite 
microfacies y have been formed in a similar manner . 
Brachiopod and chinoid pine are the most abundant fossils 
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in the icrofacies but crinoid plates and ga tropods 
ins zones. Algae, ostracods and fora~lnif rs may 
The fossils usually occur as cattered fragment which 
y b abundant 
lso be present . 
y how ize 
sorting. Often, ho-wever, there is littl evidenc of sortin wit 11 
gradat~ons present fro almost entire fossil se nts to fra nta 
barely vi ibl under high nification. Unfra nt d fos il 
v ry rare. 
The trix consists of cryptocrystallin calcite which is 
st ined by a brownish pigment believed to be iron oxide or very 
finely divided carbonaceous ateri 1. The ori in of th rix 
cannot be determ ned with certainty, o ver, it no do tis t 
product of s veral processe , That a part of the matrix r preeents 
destroyed p lletoid 1 grains has lre dy een mention d . Obser-
vations on recent sediments by Lowensta (1955) hav shown that 
cryptocry talline c lcite y be produced from al al s creted 
ar onite n edles. It is also likely that so of the trix i 
the result of che ical or physic l breakdown of organic c rbonat 
material. It is almost c rtain th tall of thee proce ses 
contribute to th formation of th trix. 
P TE lX 
P lmicrit -p lletiferous micrite icrofacies. Pelletoidal rains 
of cryptocrystallin calcit in a trix of cryptocrystallin 
c lcite. Some aparry calcite ce nt is al o present . ot that 
the sparry c nt occur• in er as er t e pelletoidal rain• 
are best d v lop d. The fossil terial in the p oto consist of 
brachiopod fragments and crinoid pl t 1. The tabular cry tal 
in th upper right of the photo ia secondary anhydrite. X25. 
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TEX 
Pel icrite•pelletiferous micrite microfac1es. The pelletoidal 
grains are barely distin uishabl fro the trix. Often · 
in ctions ust be viewed in intense light to distinguish 
the pelletoidal grains from the trix. The fossil m.aterial 
is largely recrystallized. The li ht specks in the photo 
are dolomite rhombs; note that dolo tiz tion appears to 
be 1110re intense in the matrix than in the pelletoidal 
rains. X25. 
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E. Fosailiferou Micrite•Bio icrite Microfaci •· 
This 1crofacies appears as a gray, dense, finely crystal Un 
limeaton . MegafoHils are bundant in some zones. Brachiopoda, 
crinoid fra nts, ecbinoid pin • and aetropoda ar the most 
co nly obs rved fossil • Thin shale lamina occur throughout '>~ 1 '• 
the icrof cies and y form a significant part of the rock . 
Scattered vugs filled with clear crystalline calcite and scattered 
tabular anhydrite crystals are• times observed . 
Microscopic examination show• thi icrofacies to consi t of 
unsorted to poorly sorted fossil terial in a m.icrite matrix . 
Pelletoidal grains are rare . The fossil terial y be concentrated 
into thin zone or may occur rando ly ec ttered through th trix . 
Usually, the fossils appear oriented with their lon dimension 
parall 1 to the bedding . The tot 1 fossil content range• from a few 
percent to 50 percent of the rock. 
A rock consisting of icrite and havin less than a 3:l ratio 
of fossil~ to pellets and having from 1 to 10 percent fossil is 
termed fos iliferous micrite in Folk ' s (1959) clasaification of 
carbonat rock . If the fossil cont nt of such a rock is gre ter 
than 10 percent, it i termed a bio icrite. portion 
of this icrofacies consists of bio icrite but thin beds of fo il-
iferous icrit are present which are radational with the bio crit • 
Brachiopods, crinoid plates and columnala, gaatropods, and 
echinoid pines are the most bundant fossils . Bryozoan and 
stro toporoid frag nts are usually not present except in samples 
where the total fossil content is high. In such sa les, th se 
organis may be the dominant fossils . Calcisph res are usually 
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pres n and al al teri l s pr en in Sa pl T 
matrix aprears id ntical to that pre ent in the p 1 icrit -pelletiferous 
icrite icrofaci a, but it is probable that a higher perc ntage 
is of or ante ori 1 • Th insolubl residue consists of cl y nd 
ilt size quartz rain . Tabular anhydrite i pr sent but not abundant . 
l' . 5 Pelparite licrof cie• . 
I\ 
In ad sp ci n this icrofaci s pp ars ae a hard, fr ent 1, 
- ray limestone . Microscopic lly, it is seen to consist 
of a 1001 ly packed fra orl con•ietin of pelletoid 1 rain nd 
well rounded fossil fra nts w ich tac nted by sparry calcite 
ce nt . Th fra work compris a from 65 to 80 p rcent of th rock . 
The foa•il cont nt r nge fro a few percent to approxi t ly 20 
percent . rock ha in thi 
a pel1parit accordin 
osition and texture is considered 
classification. 
Th p lletoidal grain are c posed of cryptocry talline 
c lcit. nd ar identical in ppear ce to thos occurrin in the 
pel icrite-pelletiferous icrite microfacie • They may how either 
a very harp or gradatio l contact with the c lcite ce nt . Scatter d 
oolites are preaent. '' rapes tones", which ar co pound rains 
composed of av ral p lletoidal grains, are present 1 ap roxi t ly 
25 p rcent of the sampl ize sottin is usually ood. 
The fr wor elements of the p leparite micro£ cies are often 
~/. / recryetalliz d to clear, crystaUin calcite almost 1dent~d l to the 
c nt . Ho ver, th outlin of the ori inal grains is I lly 
pr served by the impuritie present in the ori in l Eirial and 
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hence, it is usually possible to di tin uish recrystallized fr work 
ele nts from ce nt . 
The clear, crystalline calcite ce nt of the pelsparite 
lcrofacies la believed to be pri ry cement deposit din voids 
wi thin a loosely packed fra work of pelletoidal grains and rounded 
foasil fra ments rather than r cryst llized cryptocrystalline calcite . 
The evid nee favoring pri ry ori in of clear, crystallin ce nt 
in sue sedi nts i outlin d by Ber enback and Terr ire (19 53). 
Thy obs rve that crystalline ce nt is pre ent in large qu ntiti s 
only in calcarenites exhibiting a relatively i h d of sorting 
and roundin . Thia u gest that the finer material was removed by 
wa e or current action with the creation of int rstitial void 
favorable for th precipitation of a pri ry ce nt. 
Accordin to Pettijohn (1949), th presenc of cryst lline 
calcite overgrowths in optic 1 continuity with the grains on which 
they ar deposit di characteristic of pri ry ce nt. This is 
commonly obs r~ din the pelsparite microfacies particularly over-
rowths on crinoid columnals. The lack of relic structures of grains 
or fossil in the ce nt is difficult to explain if the ce nt were 
deriv d fro recry tallized cryptocrystalline trix, expecially in 
view of th fact that the outlines of recry tallized fr 
are usually plainly visible. lt is also observed th t th 
work elements 
coati of 
cryptocryatalline calcite on s gr ins sho no evidence of 
recry tallization. This see i probable if the ce nt consists of 
identical terial which bas been recryst llized. 
PLATE XI 
Peleparite microfacies. Pellets and compound rains of 
cryptocrystalline calcite ce nted by sparry c lcite. ot 
porosity filled with carbonaceous residue. Poro ity probably 
dev loped by le ching of the cement. X25. 
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P TE XII 
Fossiliferous icrit -biomicrite icrof cies . Crinoid 
fra nt and other fo ail teri 1 in a trix of 
cryptocryst lline calcite . Fossils are stly recrystallized . 
X25 . 
The insoluble residue content of the pelsparite microfacies 
rarely exceeds 1 or 2 percent and consists primarily of very fine 
quartz silt. These grains often show quartz overgrowths, which are 
in optical continuity with the original grain, and tend to develop 
a euhedral outline. Some euhedral crystals show no evidence of 
having developed in this manner and may represent authigenic grains. 
Large t abular anhydrite crystals are also occasionally observed in 
the residue and in thin section but they are not counnon. 
Locally low porosity is observed ln this microfacies. The 
voids probably result from leaching of the cle r calcite cement. 
They are usually filled with a black, carbonaceous material believed 
to be residual hydrocarbons. The possibility that these voids are 
primary, that is, represent spaces within the framework which were 
never fille~with the cement, should not be excluded. However, no 
evidence was observed which could be used to determine the origin 
of this porosity. 
G. Biolithite Microfacies. 
Megascopically, this microfacies appears as a massive, medium 
crystalline, brown to gray-brown limestone. These rocks frequently 
show oil staining and emits a distinct fetid odor on freshly broken 
surfaces. In thin section, the biolithite microfacies is seen to 
be a dark, bioconstructed limestone with ve'ry small amounts of 
calcarenitic matrix. 
The organic framework is composed almost entirely of "cabbage-
like" atromatoporoids, encrusting algae and what is believed to be 
bryozoans. The wall structures of these organisms have been 
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recry tallised to clo ded cry talllne cal ite n he ce are indi tinct. 
The internal cha bers r us ally filled ith clear. cryet 111n c lcit • 
ho ver. • appear a oidt which are p rtially filled 1th at is 
beli ved to b reaidual p trole lt 1• not kn th r thie 
porosity is primary or r sulta fro leachi of th clear c nt. 
Partial recrystallization of the org nic fr work to clear 
cryet lUn calcite is almost always pres nt nd, in 111any • pl s. 
ay be n arly complete. ecryatallization obliterates many of the 
featur a of the organic framework; ination usually 
rev ls a faint outline of the ori inal structure which is made 
evident by 1 purities in thew 11 structure of th or anisms. crys• 
tal ization also affects th trix but in all cases appears to be 
cone ntrat din the organic fra work. The organic fr work ometi a 
appears to be encrusted by lay rs of cryptocrystalli calcite w lch 
is believ d to be al al in orl in. 
The trix appe re s a dark, sorted calcarenite con istin 
of an ular foseil fragment, and occa ion lly pelletoidal rains, in 
a trix of cryptocrystalline calcite. The fra nt consi t 
predODllnantly of atro toporoida and bryozoans. Scatt rd, fra nted 
br c iopode and crinoid pl tea ar arly alw ya presenti a tropoda 
and ostracods are c01DIDQn. Pelletoidal grain• ar of n pre, nt but 
never abundant. Most appear identical to the 
present int e pel icrite•pelletiferous crit 
rains 
crofacies ho ver, 
so show an indi tinct int rnal structure nd y be l al in ori in. 
A large part of the cryptoerystallin c lcite portion of th 
trix is believed to have been derived from th life processes of 
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alg e and perhaps other green plant• as ociated with the biocon-
structed fr work. Many plants secrete calci carbonate directly . 
Also, ash e been noted by many uthors, the remov l of carbon dioxide 
fro the environment is part of th proc es of photosynthesis . 
M rine plants remove carbon dioxid 
reducing thee to carbonates, which 
from a wat rand fro bicarbonates, 
y then be precipitated. 
Preciptt tion occurs upon adjacent surfaces and ap~ ar as very 
finely crystalline aragonite or calcite. 
The cryptocryatalline calcite matrix may lso in part be the 
product of bioche ical breakdown or di integration of organic 
teri 1, particularly al ae . pid d composition of or anic 
terial, with th accompanyin release of carbon dioxide, 1 probably 
respon ible for the rather ext nsive recrystallization ob erved in 
thi microfacies . 
Th insoluble portion of th biolithite icrofacie cons ists of 
fine silt and clay and euhedr l authigenic quartz . Scatt red larg 
tabular anhydrite crystals y also be pr sent but are never abundant . 
The total residue content i usually 1 88 than 10 percent . 
V. Relationships and Enviro nt 1 naly is oft e Microfacies . 
This inve tigation is cone med not only with th 
of th various environments in hich Duperow sediment• 
but also the relationships between these enviro nta. 
will consist of a review of the characteristics of each 
int rpr t tion 
re d posited 
Thi analy is 
icrofacie 
to d termine s uch as poseible about the conditions under which 
thy were formed. The vertic 1 relationships between the crofacie 
will b tudi d to determine, if possible, the normal vertical 
• 
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sq nee of micro£ cies. The nat r of the chan or ransition fr 
on icrof cie into a .,.ac nt microfac1 111 be examin d to etermi 
at conditions or eatures 
dimentation, 
rel t1onships 
nd to obt in 
ight 
r 
ve cau d the observed changes in 
information c cerni the possible 
tween th microfacies. The lasts ction of this 
paper will atte pt to consoli te ands rize all that is kno about 
th various depositional enviro nta and the r lationships b t en 
these nviro nts nd determine what overall conditions ~i ht b v 
re ulted in the inf rred poeitional pattern . 
s waa ntio d pr viously, chan es ind position 1 envtro nte 
with ti can be 1 terpreted fr the vertical changes in th 
icrof cies . In an p rticular are, th c n es in po ition l 
enviro nt with ti should proc ed in a so w at definite patt rn . 
Mor precisely, they should occur in the s me ord r in which they 
occur in a horizont ·l irection t ny inst nt of time durtn t eir 
formation . For instance, if wer to etu y these uence of 
eedi nts depo it d by a trana res iv • , would expect the to 
how cvid.enc of having been deposited in a pro re ively de per 
water enviro nt as exa ined progressively youn r sediments. 
Thu, pro ressivel deep r water edi nt wold be expect d to 
overlie ah llow water sedi nts, th or tically, in the same order in 
which thy would b encount re if one re to h v atudied thee 
s s di nts fr h llow tr to d eper water a any instant 
of ti durin t ir fo tio. Henc, by atudyin the ch n es in 
depoaitional enviro nts with ti , s conclueions concernin 
th ir horizontal relationships &t the ti 
made . 
of d position may be 
nt ion d b ve, 
6 
. nl }' r t nd dolo ite of the nhy rite• 
dol ite mlcrofacics are believed to be v oritcs. o, v r, b for 
dr ~ further conclusions cone rnin• the sed-oents rcvresented by this 
microfacies, the vertical relation hi o= the dolo~ite and nhydrite ahould 
be considered. The ~icrite icrof ci sis enerally oboerved to und rlie 
and ov rl!e the dolomite-anhydrite crof cies . Deposition oft 
anhydrit -dolo it icrofacies usually be ins with th tion of 
icrogr nul r dolo itc . The dol ite r de upw rd int s di nt 
consi tin of both dolo it · d ydrite. to the di rupt d natur 
of oat of the s dtnents. th ir ori inal mod of occurrence 1 not 
cle r . o ver, th author belt vs that Ost of th disrupted 
nhydrit -dolo it sedi ts were ori i lly la inat d or tin bedd d 
5nhydrit and do1 ite . Ev n in contor ted ampl a, th 
t.1n le e and trin ers which 
The nhydrite~dolo it sedl ts 
dolomit n rly always occurs 
a a eation of in bedded . 
upward i to ure ydrit • The ~n dri e, ln turn, 1 usually 
ov rlain by 1nterb dd d or xed nhydrite•dolo it hich rad• 
iv 
rade 
up ard into dolo~te . Thi c plots t de osition of th anhydrite-
dolo it icrofaci • The above• q nc is o s rved •o ft n tat 
th r i little do t t t tr pre• nts t nor cour of s di nt 
for tion in this microf ci s . 
Very little is known a out t con itiona uudeT hich t 
micro ran 1 r dol ite c nly ssoci ted with nhydrit 1 fo d . 
Rowev r, i fr laboratory videnc • that, s saltn waters 
are porat d, t car ill be ·he first salts to be 
rcc1p1 ted. Precipit ion of th sul hats clos ly follo 
carbonate deposition. Hence, the depositional sequence observed in 
the anhydrite-dolomite microfacies may be controlled by salinity. 
The transition from dolomite to interbedded dolomite and anhydrite 
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to anhydrite is believed to represent a progressive increase in total 
salinity of the solutions from which these salts were being formed, 
while the reverse sequence which overlies the anhydrite represents 
a progressive decrease in the salinity. Proof of the above 
explanation, however, awaits, in part at least, more inform&tion 
concerning the conditions under which microgranular dolomite is formed. 
It is almost universally agreed that evaporite deposition 
requires a high rate of evaporation and restricted circulation of 
saline waters. "Restricted circulation" implies the presence of 
features or conditions which restrict or limit the circulation of 
water between a particular marine environment and open ocean water 
having normal salinity. Of fundamental importance in explaining the 
origin of the evaporites is the determination of the features or 
mechanisms which brought about restriction of normal marine 
circulation. This involves determining the environments represented 
by tbe other microfacies and their probable origin and distribution. 
Many ideas have evolved concerning the origin of conditions 
which might cause restricted circulation and evaporite deposition. 
Some of these ideas involve formation of physical barriers by 
adjacent sediments (offshore bars, reefs, etc.) and, hence, discussion 
of this problem shall be delayed unti} the depositional environments 
of the other microfacies have been considered. 
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The micrite microfacies represents che ically pr cipitated 
calci carbonate . The microfacies is usually observed to under lie 
and ov rlie the anhydrite-dolomit microfaciee and, hence, is believed 
to represent the first che ically precipitated eedi nts to form a 
eveporitic conditions are developed . Of interest is t e sharp contact 
which is al ays observed bet en this microfacies end the anhydrite 
dolomite microfacies. As alre dy mentioned, the contact i very 
often marked by iron stained, carbonaceous shale. This suggests an 
abrupt change in edimentation between deposition of the chemically 
precipitated calci carbonate d formation of the dol ite and 
anhydrite . This change may reflect ome important change in ti, 
che ietry of the environment bet e deposition of the calcium 
carbon t and the sulphates and dolomite . The presence of elastics 
t this contact y reflect a period of non-ev porite deposition 
between the fo tion of the two microfacies or perhaps partial 
solution of previou ly precipitat d calci carbonate nd cone ntration 
of the elastics and iron oxide. 
Lack of pronounced bedding, ripple marks, pell toidal grains 
or other f atures characteristic of shallow water deposition ight 
sug est that these sediments were formed in relatively deep ter, 
below effecti•re w ve base. However, Ne 11 and R.igby (1957) ob erv d 
that structureless, chemically preciptt ted li uds are presently 
being formed in shallow, sheltered waters pres nt on the lee rd side 
of islands on the Great aha a Banks. Hen~e, it appe rs that such 
sediments may also form in a shallow w ter environment which is 
protected from significant wave or current action. The proble of 
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wet rt ese eedi nts r present llow or ee rater oaition 
1 1 iscusse after e\id nee in s din nts i 
pos1t1o of th rit icrof cies occurred fro waters 
c kt· 1 car on and havin 4 hi t t 1 C lorinity . 
he hi h alinity limited th n er nd kind 0 ich 
could exit in this enviro O tracods 
t time but littl vid nc of other i t . 
The ch 1.cnlly rec i it ted 1 uds repr nt db the ic:rite 
icrofacies aually rad a lmos i rec ti ly into th el crite-
11 tiferous mi~rite micro£ ie • The ran ition is rkeJ by t 
r nc of 11 toid 1 rain nd increa e in en rand 
e of fossils r ent . Th trix and t oidal rain of 
t p lletif rou icrit el 1cr1 e microfaci a p r to be c os d 
o cryptocry tallin c lcite ide tic 1 tot ch cally recipi t d 
11 m s of icrite n1 rof i e . ntioned b fore , t e 
l icrite-p 11 tiferou micrit microf ci 11 li v d to repr ent 
pr dominantly che ic lly reci it t c lei c rbonat hich s 
formed in ,arm, shallow, ntly it ted w ters i 1lar to th 
conditions no present on parts of the Great Be Bank . 
nt d y t' 11 tif ro s d1. nt 
1crite pel icrite icrofaci eli v d to ve oc urred under 
partiall r stricted ri cond c ona fr ra atur t d wit 
calci· carbo te bu total alinit} only 
1li tly renter tan no 1 aw tr. Th waters oft 1 environ-
et re robabl sli htly defici nt i id nc for t 18 
Ul be isc d lat r . 
Th r lativ ly l ow oxygen content and higher th n normal 
salinity limited the n ere and typ a of rine or ni s tn the 
environ nt. The principal fossils recognized in the pelmicrite-
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pell tiferou icrite microfacies consist of brachiopod fragments, 
ostracods, echinoid ins nd crinoid plates . The crinoid lates 
are nearly always concentrated into thin zones within thi microfacies 
suggestin that these organisms grew in local concentr tion . Often, 
an tncre se in other fo sil material is associated w1.th the concen• 
trations of crinoid fra ments. Hence, these zone may repre ent loc l 
conditions within the environment ihich .ere more favor ble for 
or anic dev lop nt. 
The brachiopod fr nts re erved in the pelmicrit -
pell if rous icrite micro£ cie ap ear to be fro thin shell d 
vari tie stin that these or ants s d pted to a relatively 
c lm water en iroument . So terial ob erved in this icrofacie 
y b algal in ori in; howev r> po itive identification cannot be 
ad. It 1 likely that al ae and perhaps other organis e1ere 
pre nt and o ibly quite abundant but evidence of their existence 
ha not been pr served. 
Th fo siliferous micrite-biomicrite microfacies is i ilar to 
the pl icrite- lletiferous micrite microfacies but lacks p lletoi dal 
r ain and usually ha a hi hr content of fossil material. The 
fossils occur as poorly sorted fra ment in both microfacies . In 
ddition to the fossil groups present in the pelmicrite-pelletif roue 
micrite microfacies, stro . toporoid nd bryozoan fra ents are found 
in the ore fos iliferou zones of the fossiliferous icrite-
biOtllicrit microfaci s . Thes rocks are usually interbedd d and 
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radational with the fos iliferou micrite-biomicrite microfacie 
and the biolithite microfacies . 
ince these microfacies or n arly Al s v ry closely a sociat d 
nd appear to differ onl in the re e ce of elletoidal rains nd 
fossil content, the differences in the depocitional environ ent 
represented y these two microf cie y est b exaoin d by 
con i rin the or in and distribution of thee t wo com onents . 
The ostulated ethod of forn tion of th lletoidal rains in 
the pel icrite-pellctiferou micrite tnicrof cie require cntly 
·it ted watero hich ar s tur ted ith calcit corboruite. Thus, 
it aper th toe or both of th e condi ions ~~Y have been lackin 
in th nviro nt represen ed by the fossiliferoU6 micrite-biomicrite 
icrofa ies. The fossil terial in the fossiliferou micrite-
biomicrit micro acie is u uallJ fra"t: nted, poorly sorted and hows 
viden e of b ddi s do the fo sils in th pelmicrite-pelletiferous 
micrite icrofacies. This su Q s th t the effec of w ve and 
current act'on" re a proximately the s~ in .et o environments . 
That lack of pell toid 1 rains in the fo siliferous micrite -
biomicrite icrofacie results fr d creased a itation doe not 
explain the apperent increa~e in the types and abundance of org~ni • 
int is enviro nt. 
tter explanation is that thee sediments re eposited in 
a warm, shallow, mildly a itated environment si ilar to that 
re r sented byte pelmicrite- elletiferous icrite microfacies ut 
which was les saline and not saturated with c lciuin c~rbona ·e . 
T e condi· y repr nt ra ition be•· en norm.al rin 
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conditions and th shallow, somewhat restricted condition re resented 
by the pel icrite-pelletiferou icrite icrofaci 
higher fo ail content oft e fossilif rous icri e- io icrit icro-
facie st or favoraole viro nt for rine or ni 
tsuch a expected if t fos Uii:ero cri ·b o ierite 
repr sens po ition und r mor no l con itions of s linit} nd 
oxy en coLt n . 
The presenc of bryozo nan stro 
C' • 
to aroi ra ments in vortions 
oft e ·o ili ·ero crite- 1.0 crit icrofaci s nd t e rad tion 
between this crofaci the biolithite microfacies su ~et 
clo re ·tion hip b tt en th tio l en iro nt r re ent d 
by th se two s. The zone in the fossiliferou icrit.: -
bi cri microf cies which out in bryozoan and stro to roid 
fra nt u ually occur n ar t e cont c witl the biollthit 
icrofacie . Rene , ra, nt were pro ably derived fro the 
artial down of micro£ cies. 
T p lap rit microfacie i rar sedi n type int ie 
Du erow and ence its vertic l re ation i s 0 t ot er i rof cies 
1 not c ar . owover, its co posit.1.0 and texture uppear clo l}' 
rel e to t p 1 icrite-p lletiferous icr crofaciei,, n the 
biol t it icrof ci. s . I wi r call d t a the elsp rit 
icrof cies is a w 11 ort C l ar ite consi p 1 oi al 
rai" and abundant ro nts in clear cry tallin 
calcit ce nt. T e e r in erpret t be transpor ed, 11 
was d edi nts posic d in a c p ritively turbulent nviro nt . 
In contra 
' 
the p 11 toid l ~r in n fo ail 1 t 
pel icrite-p 11 tlf 1DJ 
th r 1& usually littl 
ot unc nly, h 
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icrite icrofacies are poorly orted and 
evidence of winno tn of the fin trix . 
ver, thin zon s of 11 sorted pelletoidal 
zone• c nted with cle r calcite cement re ob erved in the pelmicrite 
icrofaci •• H nc, t re ay a complet transition betwe nth 
poorly sorted pell toidal eedi nts represent d by th 
pell tiferous icrit microfaciea nd the 11 sorted, 
pelmicrite-
11 w shed 
transported calcar nites of th pelsparit microf cies. Thi tran• 
aition is int rpr ted to be th result of cb ng e in th ability of 
curr nts and waves to tr nsport, round and sort t available 
arbonat nd fossil rains in the two microfacies. Sedi nt very 
i ilar to the r pres nted by t pel parite icrofacies 
are found in the s were wav a br ak alon t out r, rd 
mar in of th 
• re 
s llow banks . T e di nts rade shoreward into 
lin th p 1 icrite-pell tiferou icrit icrof c1ea 
a the eff ct of ve ction d ere ae . 
Th round d fossil rial in the pelsparit icrofacies 
predo i ntly of bryozo n and tr toparoid fra nte . 
These fra nt probably derived fro t physical br akdown 
of the biocon tr t d aedi nts repre nt d by th biolitbit icro-
f c:i s . 
Th biolit 1te icrofacies, which i bioconstruct d 11 
proba ly represents an almost ideal nviro ut for the rowth of 
rin organis • The od of occurrence of thia or autc 1 ato 
ton 1 
c nnot b interpr ted fr sin le• ction; owev r, atr to roida 
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nd bryozoans re known to form bioh l etructuree in uy Devonian 
rocka. Hence, this icrofaciea y represent bioh 1 ace ulatton• 
of organiema duri Duperow s di ntat1on . 
At the pre nt ti 
rin or ani s nd 
alon the win rd 
t o of the t prolific populations of 
rly 11 of the r efoid tructurea are found 
of islands or shallow h lf ar el clear 
tropical d subtropic ls••· ln •uc are a, cold, Ulineral rich 
bott at rs may rise to the surface and prov1d abundant nutrients 
for pl nt nd ani 1 rowth. Th hallow, clear water conditi ne 
llow p tration~ sunlight which is vit l to the 11£ processes 
of rine plants . ere •uch condition, occur, or nic rovth y 
bee e so rapid that bioconstructed • di nts r 
b 11 ved t t th biolit ite microfaciea was fo 
condition. 
fo d . 
d under 
tt 18 
imilar 
Certain n r logic l f atur of th microfact s con e u d 
to dr w conclusions c ncerni th pbysicoc eaical char ctertstics 
of th various d position 1 envir nts repre ented by th D er 
ro tio. Tes 11 first con id r th di tri ution ~ d ori in 
iron idc i th section. Iron oxide is pres nt in th anhy rit -
dolo i t micro£ ci sand int icrite icrofacie 
brown l nae usually a aociat d with c rbonaceous 
thro out t 
thin, r ddia -
terial. Micro-
1cr1te chemical test show iron ~o be b 
mierofac s. Ith s alr dy be n point out t t con ntr tion of 
ron oxide occur t the c nt ct b t en th n ;drite-dolomi e icro-
f ci s nd the micrite cicrof ci2s. 
According to Clark, (1924), iron oxide is normally the first 
chemical precipitate to form as sea water is evaporated and, after 
f 
a volume or sea water has been reduced approximately one-half by 
evaporation, iron oxide and calcium carbonate are co-precipitated 
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from solution. The concentration of iron oxide in the micrite 
microfacies appears to support the idea that this microfacies represents 
chemically precipitated calcium carbonate. This also suggests that 
precipitation occurred from sea water which had been evaporated to 
approximately one-half of its original volume. The presence of iron 
oxide in the anhydrite-dolomite microfacies indicates that iron 
continued to be precipitated from solution after precipitation of 
calcium carbonate was completed. 
Krumbein and Garrels, (1952), stated that iron compounds are 
precipitated most commonly in near-shore environments where inflowing 
streams supply iron. Sediments formed off-shore generally contain 
little or no co-precipitated iron compol.mds. The presence of iron 
oxide in the micrite microfacies and the anhydrite-dolomite micro• 
facies may indicate that they were deposited in a near-shore environment 
to which iron was being added by inflowing streams. 
Pyrite is abundant in the anhydrite-dolomite microfacies and 
in the micrite microfacies. It has long been recognized that the 
formation of pyrite requires oxygen deficient, negative Eh, conditions 
(Krumbein and Garrels, 1952). At some time then, these sediments 
must have been subjected to oxygen deficient conditions which permitted 
reduction of iron and formation of the pyrite. 
/ 
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Accordin to KrUDbein and G rrele (1952) it ia proba let t 
in wt ra subject d to bi h ratea of aporation vertical d nsity 
current• are created which result io botto w tare bin · continually 
re d by oxy enate surface ater . nee, such ter e ould h v 
positiv valu thro out. However, t y point out that physi-
cocbe ca condit t sedi nt-w ter inter£ c y be 
different than the overlyi waters. It has een nt1on d for chat 
t e te rature of eedi nt li a few cent tera below t e sedi nt 
w t r int rfac y b abnonial ly 1 du to ab orbed radi nt 
y, for i st ce, ound t t in cert in salt la sin Hungaria 
t e t p rature of sedi nts t a ept of 72 centimeters elo th 
aedi nt- ater 1 terf ce w a 56 d reea centi rade while th ov rlyi 
brine had t perat e of 21 de ree c nti rade ( r ein d arrela, 
1952) . Hi ht perature tens to drive off o en, henc • t se 
"super- ated1 ae nts ar co nly oxy n ficient. Under sue 
conditiona, naero ic acteria 
iron oxid to pyrite. 
ctive and aerv co r due 
reduct condition 1 t ' d positional nviro nta r resent d 
by t annydr te-dol icrofaci ls 
also vid c d by t 
crofac a and e icrit 
presenc of unoxidiz d carbo terial in 
tea microfaci •· In ddition, uc oft 
icrite icrofaci s a so contain c r onac oua 
icrit -p lletif roua 
that reduci condiU lso occurred in al alt 
terial • 
rt oft 
depositional nviro ent r pr s nted by thie crofaci a. 
T us, C pyrit and unoxi zed carb n ceoua 
int ydrite-dol it microfaci •, the micrit icrofaciea 
ti 
terial 
and portions of the pel icrite-pelletif rous micrite icrofacie can 
bet ken to indic te that the environments in which these edi nts 
ere depo ited re reducin below the sediment-water interface. 
Other criteria, however, suggest that the water above th 1edi nt-
water interfac were probably characterized by low po itive Eh con-
ditions. The low oxygen content of these waters prob bly r sulted 
from relatively hi h temper tures and, a will be discus ed later, 
restricted circulation. 
ln contrast to the dull brown color of the limestone of the 
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icrite and the pel crit -pell tiferous icrite microfacies, the 
other li stone icrofacies ar gray to li ht blue gray in color 
sugge ting an absence of carbonaceous material. Also, treat nt with 
acid fails to produce sbundant carbonaceous residu fro these rocks 
as in the dark r 11 stones. Hence, it appears that the 11 estones 
of the biolithite icrofacies and pelsparite microfacies re deposited 
under condition where oxidation of carbonaceous mat rial could occur . 
This is exp cted sine, a has been pointed out, these microfacies were 
deposited under so what turbulent conditions .• 
typic lly cont in abundant oxy en and would provide opportunity for 
co plete oxid tion of fine carbonaceous material. 
Of pri ry importance in nalysis of Duperow s di nt tion i 
the dete ination of the normal succession or lternation of th 
various icrofacie • An examination of the v rtical s quence of 
microfacies reveals what is beli ved to be a normal vertical pattern 
or cycle of microfacies lternation. This cycle is indistinct 
t rou h ucb of the section being inco plete or interrupted in most 
ca e . This can e ascribed to s veral probable cau e 
in the 
1. The cycle y be interrupt d and n w cycle started t 
any point in its develop nt. 
2. Portions of the cycle y be r mov d by erosion prior 
to depo ition of the followin icrofacies . 
3 . a pid chan es in condition, u ually sea level, y 
result inf ilure of certain p4rts of the cycle to 
~ 
dev lop or dev lop sufficiently to be reco nized . 
A typical cycle occurs between 10,484 f et nd 10,511 feet 
erd Petroleu Corporation McClintock- elson Unit No. 1 
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well. This cycle ia illustrated in figure 3 and will be discu ed 
below. It will be noticed that two microfacies are not represented 
in th cycl illustrated: the saccbaroidal dolomite icrofaci e and 
the pelsparite microfaciea . The pelsparite microfacies 1 a very 
rare ediment type in the Duperow and hence its position in the cycle 
is not cl ar. However, from its few occurences and textural and 
compositional features, it is believed to represent 3edimenta formed 
in e sentially the same environment as the biolithite microf ciea. 
The relationship of the saccharoidal dolomite icrof cie to 
the oth r microfacies is not clear . Dolcmitization i common in all 
of the 11 estone microfacies hence it is possible that this micro-
facies does not have a fixed position in the cycle. It may merely 
represent complete dolomitization of one or 
microfacies. 
re of the other 
However, in th off-shore Duperow cycle de crib d by ndrichuk 
(1951), saccharoidal dolo ite occurs between dense to ublithographic, 
brown li stone and sli htly ar illac ous dolOJllite, the 1 tter bein 
ov rla~n by nhydrite. As will be seen, Andrichuk' off-sore cycle 
is v ry similar to the one d v lop d from analy i of the section 
studied in this investigation. Rene , the saccharoidal dolomit 
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icrof ci s ay normally lie between th anhydrlte-dolo 1te microfacies 
and the icrite icrofacies in th cycles developed in the Duperow 
section studied in this investi ation. 
It has already been ntioned that dolomitization appe rs most 
inten e in limestones which lie in close proximity to the anbydrite-
dolo ite microfacies . This feature, ad the con tant position of 
&acch roid 1 dolomit in Andirchuk's off-shore cycle su gests that 
some regul rly occurrin pby iocochemical chan5e in the cycle results 
in dolomitization. The proximity of dolomitiz tion to th anhydrite -
dolomite microfacies may indic~te that the process i controlled by 
salinity. Possibly , the increase ins linity y b accompanied by 
n increase in the concentration of magn sium ion in solution which 
results in dolo itiz tion of th previously formed lim sedi nts. 
If this is true, the sacch roidal dolomite microfacies should have 
a relatively fixed po ition in the cycle. 
The cycle illustrated in fi ure 3 begins with deposition of 
nhydrite. The anhydrite grads u ward into mixture of nhydrite 
nd icrogranul r dolomite ich in turn grades upward into slightly 
rgillaceous icrogranular dolomite. The dolomite is ov rl in by 
the micrit icrof cies. The cont ct bet en th se two icrofacies 
is h rp. This sequence is b lieved to represent th auccession of 
che ically pr cipitated sediments which were formed as the s lin1ty 
Percentage 
N.D.G.S. Anhydrite 
Well 2487 0 40 80 
l((Qi(:::5 - I 
10,484 
10,490' '· , 1 1 
Percentage 
Microgranular 
Dolomite 
0 40 80 
Percentage 
Micrite Matrix 
0 40 80 
Percentage Non 
Skeletal Groins 
0 40 80 
Total 
Percentage 
Fossils 
0 40 80 
Figure 3. Cycle developed between 10,484 feet and 10,511 feet in the Amerda Petroleum Corp. 
McClintock-Nelson well No. I. This cycle is typical of those developed in the Duperow 
ction studied. 
7 
of the ter• fr hi ht 8 6 lt re pr cipitat 8 ~rnd lly 
r due d. 
The micrite icrofacie gr des up rd into t p 1 tcrit -
pell tif rous icrite crof ct s. Tht chan e in e di ntstion is 
b 11ev d to rk further decrea in lin1 y, aa evidenc d y t e 
pp ar n of rine rgani& , and. an in re e in v a it tion. 
This i rof ct rnd s into the biolithite i<rof cie, th tran ition 
eing rk by th pr sence of bund nt Gtr atoporoid fro nts nd 
an increase int e pell t cont nt in th p 1 tcrit -p l ttfero 
1 rite icrof cies. This cans ins di ntation refl • th 
st bli nt of con itions better suited for or anic d elo 
r 
nt' 
' 
probab y deer sed linity and incr sed ox~ en content c~ p nying 
an inc-re 
fossUif rou 
ch ng fr 
in turbule ce. 
icrite•bio i rit 
d po it1o 
i rof ci • gr de up ard into th 
ierofacie. This trnn it1on refl ct• 
riti 1 turb l nt nt r • r pre ented 
b the bio ithite m erofaci , tor 1 t v ly quiet ttion . 
This quiet tr ~nvir o lated with the nviro nt repr ••n d 
y th tolithtte icrofac.i s y repr nt eltered are it t d 
bebin re fotd ctructur s v ich rved to re k inco n ve or 
perhap d position in de pr, t ~ b lo tron fnfl en~e of av 
ction. T ve both ittwtion ar pro cbly pr s t 
tind h n t iR fos ilif rous i rite-bl fcrit crof cl s y 
ctu Jly repr nt two t di ff rent edimentery en·iron ent1 . 
Th ton iliferot micrft -bio icrite icrof ci ic overlain 
by th pel icrit -p 11 tiferou icrit icrof ci •· Thia transitto 
1e beli d de primarily to chan es in salinity . The 11 
/ 
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the fossiliferous micrite-biomicrite microfacies are probably in lar e 
part formed by the breakdown of organic terial while the lime uds 
of the pelmicrite-pelletiferous icrite microfacies represent, in 
large part, chemically precipitated calcium carbon te . 
The p lmicrite-pelletiferou micrite microfacies, in turn. is 
overlain by the micrit microfaci sand the anhydrite-dolomite micro-
facies in exactly revers order to that described above. Thi portion 
of the cycle represents the gradual return to more restricted conditioos 
and completes the cycle. 
Most of the cycles in the s ction studied are complete throu h 
depo ition of the pel icrite-pelletiferous micrite crofacies. At 
this point th cycle are commonly disrupted and a return to more 
restrict d conditions follows as represented by deposition of the 
micrite micro£ cies and the anhydrite-dolomite icrofacies. Thus, the 
biolithite icrofacies, pelsparite icrofacies and fossiliferous 
icrite-biomicrite microfacies are often omitted fro the cycle. 
VI. Pattern of Deposition of the Microfaciea. 
From th above conclu ions concerning the depositional environ-
ments represented by the various icrof cies it is possible to poatu• 
late a general pattern of Duperow aedimentation . The postulated 
pattern of sedimentation must expl in the deposition l cycle developed 
above . The determination of the depositional pattern resulting in 
formation of the Duperow aedi ntary cycles is ade difficult by lack 
of a modern situation in which sediments similar to those represented 
by the Duperow snicrofacie are being formed . However, cert in an logies 
with present day sedi nt ry nvironmenta can be made and a situation 
., 
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postulated which y explain the sequ nee of microfacies obaerved in 
the Dup row Formation. The general condition under which sediments 
represented by the Duperow microfaci s are believed to have been 
form dis illustrated in figure 4. 
The 11 ilarity b tween sediments repre ent d by the biolithite 
icrofaciea, pel parite microfacies and pelmicrite-pell tiferous 
micrite icrof cies and sedi nta now formin on th Bahama Bank 
has already been pointed out. Thu it is believed that these micro-
facies re formed under somewhat si ilar conditions. Bo ver, 
1 portant differences are evident. 
Th ref deposits in the B ha s are larg xtenaiv features 
which are ny hundreds of feet thick in st localities. Closely 
associat d with the reef deposits are ext naive bar and und-like 
ace ulations of coars, sorted carbonate elastics. These ref and 
elastic depo its represent deposition in a hi h ener y environment 
loc ted alo the seaward r ins of shallow banks wher abrupt change 
in water depth occurs. Th energy of inco ing waves is largely 
· dissipated by the shallow to slightly e rgent ref structures. All 
large modern reefs are built under si ilar condition and vidence 
in the eologic record suggests that larger ancient reefs al o 
repre1ent sedimentation under t ae conditions (Link, 1950). It appeam 
that the presence of n abrupt chan e in slope or "hi.nge line" between 
shelf area and ocen basin is an i portant factor in development of ,. 
lar reef structures. 
In contra t, the r efoid structures in the Dup row ich are 
repr ented by th biolithite microfacies were n ver observed to be 
/ 
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greater than 15 feet thick in the section tudied. In ddition, high 
energy elastic associated with thee bioconstructed edi nt ar 
very r re. The pelsparite microfacies may b considered of this type . 
Thu it appears that, although the sediments are i ilar in y 
respects, a strict nalogy bet en Duperow s 
day sedimentation in the Baba as cannot be de . 
ntation and pr sent 
It ts postulated that instead of a distinct bin e line or bre k 
in slope bet en shelf and basin center~ there exited a shallow, wide 
transition zon between the hor ward areas nd the c ntral ba in. 
Lack of isopach evidence to indicate the pres nee of hinge line ha 
been pointed out by Sandbur and H nd, 1958. This tran ition zone 
was characteriz d by scattered patch reefs, and low banks orb rs of 
pelletal grains. The banks of pelletal terial and reefoid tructur e 
may at tim shave b The fo silif rous micrite-biomicrite 
microfacies ia b 11 ved to represent sedi nt fo din hallow 
prot cted w ters djacent to thes structures, or deposits fo din 
water sli htly eaward from the tr neition zone which re below 
eff ctive wave base . 
In effect, this transition zone served th s function as the 
lar reefs nd b rs of elastic terial found in the Bab as. ave 
n rgy was in lar e part di~ipat d by the scattered r efoid tructur /" 
~ 
and bars end b nds of pelletal terial. In addition, wave energy 
was dissipated by frictional r sistance betwe n the water nd bottom 
as waves mov shoreward across the sh llow tran ition zone. Thua, 
th effects of wave action can be ass d to grow progressively less 
intense shor ward and perhaps y decrease to such an extent that 
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horew rd areas ere c lm water enviro nts ich are n logous in 
ome re pects to the lagoonal environments formed behind the large 
reefs in the Bahamas. 
Also to be considered is the probable change in salinity 
resulti fro hi hr te of evapor tion in the hallow wat r area 
of the tr n ition zone and horeward from the transition zone . Loss 
of at r by extensive evaporation in thew rm shallo water areas 
can produc a hydrolo ic gradient which r sults in unidirectional, 
horeward surface flo (Krumb in and Garrels, 1952) . t the same ti 
waters vina horew rd across wide shallow areas b c 
reduced in vol nd incre sed in salinity by vapora ion. Thus, a 
salinity r dient i also establi h d. 
mod rn example of thi pheno non exist and h be n 
described by Ochsenius (Twenhof 1, 1950). Twenhofel t ted that the 
Gulf of Karabugaz represents an rm of the Caspi n e which 1 about 
95 les lon, 80 miles wide and has maximum depthof 15 tere . It 
is partially separ ted fro the Caspian Sea by a B rrier consistin 
of two sandspits. Ev poration in the Gulf is so intense that strong 
currents flow continually from the sea into th Gulf. A strong 
alinity radient is developed in the Gulf which decrea es toward the 
rea of inflow. 
Thus it is postulated that during formation oft e Du row 
sediment the t Uliston Ba in w characterized by wide, very shallow 
1horew rd area which sloped very gently and uniformly b &in rd . 
Incoming waves ere dis ipated by scattered reefoid structures, low 
bank nd bars co osed pri rily of pelletal gr in and frictional 
303940 
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resistance or drag bet en the water and sea floor as waves ved 
across wide areas of hallow depth. High evaporation rates resulted 
in essentially unidirectional hor ward surface flow and establishment 
of a salinity grad1 nt which incr ased horeward. 
The salinity radiant re ulted in lateral e ragation of 
che ically precipitated sediments as shown ln figure 4. I diately' 
behind the tr nsition zone increased salinity resulted in precipitation 
of c lei carbonate . Wave agitation was still ffective nd hence 
pelletoidal rains were fo d. Further horeward, wav agitation 
ceased to be effective and structurele e lime muds were deposited . The 
s linicy in the area of formation of the lime muds was sufficient 
to gre tly limit the numbers and types of marine organism which could 
exist . horeward from the area of deposition of the lime uds the 
salinity inereaeed sufficiently to c use precipitation of dolomite ud 
and finally anhydrite . Thus, in effect, restricted evaporitic 
conditions wer developed durin I>uperow sedimentation by a "barrier" 
con isting pri rily of vast expanse of very shallow water and in 
part by the presence of low banks of pelletal material and reefoid 
structures . 
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